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eprints for new recreation center unveiled 
to the front of the new facility. 
The design of the new ad­
:ve been presented dition would leave access to the 
tion center addition main part of . the "building 
gym, said Craig through the existing main 
Student Senate corridor of Lantz, but people 
vice president. would have to enter into the 
Bob Gruber, of new addition through a single 
a n d  Gru he r ,  control point. 
-1 0 
NEW ADOITIOlf 
, said the projected Gruber said it would be 
facility "would be a designed to keep people from 
dition." wandering in and out of the 
saiu the facility is facility as they chose. 
' -----------1 -----------: 
t.o be flexible." It In the center of the complex, 
five additional plans call for a terraced gar­
courts along with den, which Gruber said would 
aerobic floors and be seen ftom all points in the 
'onal multi-purpose - building: 
-
e court would have Offices would be located near 
side boards to allow the garden. Aerobic floors 
p for specialized would also be situated next to 
the garden. 
•11111 
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LANTZ 
� llECllEATION I ATllLETIC FACLITY 
Gruber said it would be 
possible to start construction 
of the facility within six 
months of its approval. 
Lange said deciding whether ---r-�-----­: the facility would be built 
would be up to the students .­
'during the Nov. 11 elections. If 
the referendum appoving the 
facility is not passed, Lange 
said the project would be 
scrapped. 
He said a model will be set up 
in the University Union so 
students can get a better idea 
Plans for the proposed $7 million recreation 
center addition to Lantz gym were presented to 
the Student Senate Thursday. Architect Bob 
Gruber said the facility would house five ad-
' 
ditional raquetball courts along with dance and 
aerobic floors and six additional multi-purpose 
courts. , "There are a lot of 
ore it is built that can 
umbers (the· price)." 
said the addition 
eliminate 40 parking 
front of Lantz, but 
d be relocated further 
of what is proposed. He said since August. Lange said 
the. model should be "pretty priorities of the complex were 
self-explanatory." · handed in to Eastern President 
After Rives received BOG 
approval, Rettberg ·and Gruber 
began developing ideas for the 
facility. 
time it would take to build the 
complex, Gruber said there 
would be very . little in­
terruption with the existing 
facilities. 
Rettberg and· Gruber have Stanley Rives by BOG 
been working on the project Representative Mike Riordan. During the year to 15 month 
gwriter starts new life writing music after accident 
Leonard's story is a tail of two 
his life before the accident 
:life afterward. 
Robert fell off a horse and 
· head. When he woke he had 
·on of who he was, nor any 
the identity of his loved ones. 
w knocked a lifetime of 
from him. 
er, these lost memories may 
compared to the musical 
he has achieved. 
fore Leonard began playing 
he spent more than a year 
· g the most basic skills. Speech 
fll'St step. Reading and writing 
t.er, he said. 
and friends told him stories of 
before the accdent. Leonard said 
er told the story about his first 
'roll conce� and how impressed 
d from Sullivan reminisced 
nard. of the times when the 
Sullivan Police officers. The 
conjured up stong emotions but 
'te recollections, Leonard said. 
ssic ·Rocker! 
"It ·(the memory loss) seems such a 
shame," Leonard said. "It would seem 
I've had quite a past." 
In the years following the accident, 
Leonard was diagnosed as having post 
tramatic depression. To raise his spirits 
and pass time, his wife taught him 
three cords on the guitar. 
"After morning coffee and brushing 
my teeth, I would play all day," 
Leonard said. 
Leonard said the real turning point 
came when his wife took him to a John 
Cougar Mellencamp concert. 
''I know this is going to sound silly 
but when I was at the concert 
something happened. I was sitting in 
the crowd, really enjoying the show, 
when Cougar stopped and pointed at 
me-right at me. I was really moved." 
Now, three years after the accident, 
Leonard is working again in Eastern's 
building services department. 
But he was busy before taking the 
job. Two songs Leonard has written , 
have been on national radio-one 
performed by a Nashville singer and 
another by a very popular rock 'n' roll 
singer. 
k 'n' Roll legend Chuck Berry, who inspired groups like the Beatles, the 
g Stones, and the Grateful Dead, takes the stage at Saturday night's 
ts' Weekend concert. 
See page 18 
.. Leonard's influences range from the 
evening news to the music produced by 
the rock band Grand Funk Railroad. 
Right now his number-one influence is 
Mellencamp. . 
Some of Mellencamp's themes deal 
with social and political problems of 
our day, Leonard said. 
One song, "Peace Keeping Force," 
deals with the United State's ever­
growing invlovement in world affairs. 
Parking surveydistributed 
By TOM O'GRADY 
Staff writer 
The student government has 
distributed 250 surveys to Eastern 
students to get a concensus on the 
current parking system at Eastern. 
Each student senator recieved 20 
surveys and then were asked to ran­
domly distribute them among the 
students. According to Tim Taylor, 
Relations Committe chair, the surveys 
were only given to students ·and not 
instructors. 
With a majority of the surveys back 
"its still hard to tell if there will be any 
changes made." said Taylor. The results 
of the survey will probably take a week 
to sort through once they are all in. 
After skimming through the surveys 
Panthers battle SIU 
Taylor said "the main problems are the 
out of town students who commute 
daily and have no place to park, 
especially if they come later in the 
day." 
Another p:o.essing problem is trying to 
find a parking place near a residence 
hall. Taylor adds "if a person needs to 
find a parking space in Thomas Hall. 
most likely they will end up parking at 
Carmen Hall." -
If there is a change to be made it will 
most likely take effect next fall after 
working out some type of compromise 
with Sgt. Bosler at the University 
police. ' 
Taylor seems to think that overall 
students would prefer the old system to 
the new system of parking. 
The Salukis of Southern Illinois University, who aren't doing as well as ex­
pected, travel to O'Brien Stadium to face the Panthers at 1 :30 p.m. Saturday. 
See page12A 
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. I State/Nation/World 
· Weinberger's resign�tion brings .
School aid veto backed by Senate 
U.S. security leadership changes 
SPRINGFIELD-The Iliinois Senate handed Gov. James 
R. Thompson a major victory Thursday when it narrowly 
. •  sustained his veto of $62.5 million in state aid to elementary 
and high schools. 
Despite' a strong push from education groups, supporters 
of a veto override fell four votes short of mustering the 30 
needed for Senate approval, with 26 senators voting "yes" 
and 33 voting "no." · 
WASHING TON (AP)-Presid­
ent Reagan hailed retiring 
Defense Secretary Caspar W. 
Weinberger, the drivi.ng force 
behind a big military buildup, as 
a friend who "never let me down" 
and named national security 
adviser Frank Car.lucci on 
Thursday to succeed him. 
·January to help rebuild the NSC 
after its reputation was tar­
nished by the Iran-Contra affrur. 
Powell is the highest�ranking 
black person on the White House 
staff. 
After ke�ping Weinberger's 
planned resignation secret for 
several weeks, the president 
announced the changes at a Rose 
Garden ceremony attended by 
Pentagon officials, members of 
the NSC staff, the Cabinet and 
Congress. News of the turnover 
leaked out Monday night but had 
not been officially confirmed; 
finest secretary of defense in t 
history of our nation," Reag 
said. 
A seven-year veteran 
Reagan's. Cabinet and a friend 
tw9 decades, the· 70-year-< 
Weinberger resigned because 
concern for the health of his wi: 
Jane. He said there is no sign 
recurrence of the cancer a 
suffered but that she was ai1ii 
from two or three broken \14 
tebrae in her back. 
Senate President Phillip Rock of Oak Park and four other 
Democrats broke party ranks to join with the chamber's 28 
Republicans in rejecting the override, which was approved 
by the House last month. . . 
Thompson, who had warned that an override would be a 
fiscal catastrophe, hail"ld the vote as "a victory of common 
sense" and praised the Senate leadership "for doing what 
was right." ,... . 
Completing a major turnover 
in the national �ecurity 
l e a d e r s h i p ,  . R e a g a n  als o  
promoted Army Lt. Gen. Colin 
Powell, the No. 2 man. on the 
National Security Council staff, 
to succeed Carlucci. Powell had 
been handpicked by Carlucci as 
his second in ·command last 
''We are here today to wish 
Godspeed to an old friend, the 
"She has, for a long time, h 
this great discomfort and I thiJ 
that it's time that I do a bit mo 
to fulfill those obligations." 
r---------- couPoN - ----------, 
: 1.11 ROMfi·s PIZZA I 
� 636 w .. Lincoln FREE DELIVERY ! 
z 0 
o $1. 0 0 ff 1 1 6 oz . Pepsi o § · • 0 :i. with delivery of Si5 
0 Medium. Large • small or medium pizza O � or X·Large Pizza 2 '16 oz. Pepsi's :; 
I .... im1t one per pizza with large or x·iarge Guido I 
I 345-1345 I I . OPEN AT 11 AM EVERYDAY AN D 4 PM ON SUNDAY I 
• ----•••-•••COUPON•••-•••----· 
Crisis Pregnancy? 
Free pregnancy tests 
, Counseling 
Referral/Support Service 
confidential � . 345-5000 
-Someone Cares-
� � � � ��� � CA.ROL'S COLLECTABLES ' 
WELCOME ALL EIU PARENTS 
AND ANTIQUES � 
i TO PARENTS WEEKEND '87 OLD JEWELRY, PICTURES, PAPER WEIGHTS. . � CHINA, GLASS, PRIMITIVES, COINS, . FURNITURE ' 722 JACKSON OPEN 10-5 M-SAT �. lBLOCKOFFSECORNERSQUARE 1-58�1 
,������ 
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ARROW TRAVEL 
348.:0147 
SAVE. N.OW TRAVEL LATER 
SPRING BREAK 
Indianapolis-Orlando $49.00 one way 
620 W. Lincoln 
9-5 Mon-Fri West ParkPlaza 10-1 Sat 
SA WYER BROWN 
WITH SPECIAL GUEST ROBIN LEE 
IN CONCERT FOR 2 SHOWS . 
SAT. NOV. 7, '87 . . 
7 :00 _p.m. & 9:30 p.m. Mattoon Senior H.S. 
ADV. I K S 
$12.00 General Admission 
$14.00 V.l.P. Seats 
TICKETS AT THE DOOR! 
$14.00 General Admission 
$16.50 V.l.P. Seats 
FOR TICKETS CALL DAILY 
9:00 AM TO 9:00 PM 
235-2221 234-2333 
234-2277 234-3335 
E.I.U. -STUDENTS 
$2.00 off all tickets with I.D. 
At the Door or Pick Up at 
403 Lakeland Blvd. 
Mattoom, IL. 61938' 
Parents Welcomed at Same Price 
PROCEEDS FOR MATTOON JAYCEES 
COMMUNITY PROJECTS 
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r@i�1 · WELCOMES· 
�� - Students & Parents 
FAMOUS FOR .EIU MOMENTOS 
AND SORORITY AND FRATERNI 
SOUVENIRS 
WE HAVE EVERYTl-iING TO REMEMBER THE OCCASION 
MUGS, GLASSES, STUFFED 
ANIMALS, $TICKERS, 
BUTTONS, HUGGIES, 
GREETING CARDS, 
SUN GLASSES, 
CIGARETTES ... 
OPEN SUNDAY 11 :00-5:00 
'4-..... ........................................... . 
' ' ' - . . .. \ .. . . . .. 
• \ .l ,. ) I I -, ·1 
. . 
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rkshops teach 
sertive' skills 
assertiveness is not 
en gift," it must be 
and practiced, said 
e s t u d e n t  P a u l  
, a leader a t  Thur-
• Assertion Training 
25 students attended 
of the three-part 
assertive training 
by the Counseling 
ive training is 
to help people learn to 
eir ideas, beliefs, and 
directly and honestly," 
said. . 
t.e student Mauree1. 
co-leader of the 
lead an activity that 
dents get to know 
better. 
t.s pulled an object out 
then described how, ' way, it was related 
. A few objects in­
mittens, scissors, 
petrified wood, and a Bounce 
fabric sheet. 
Participants then divided 
into thre� groups and defined 
the terms "non-assertive, 
assertive and aggressive." 
Assertive is the goal 
everyone wants to become. The 
group defined this as, "stan­
ding up for what you believe in, 
while taking into account the 
feelings of others." 
"We all seem to be envious of 
a person with this type of 
behavior," Ferriter said. 
Non-aggressive behavior 
includes ''letting things that 
you don't want to happen with 
out doing anything about it." 
Characteristics of a non­
aggressive person include 
dishonesty, passiveness, and a 
tendency to avoid situations. 
A definition decided upon by 
the group for an aggressive 
individual is "one who is 
overbearing and bold in ob­
taining what they want or 
need." 
Working for play 
Sophomores Amy Frank, left, and Tammy 
Parrilli work on a set Thursday afternoon at 
DAN REIBLE I Photo editor 
the 5 O'Clock Theater in the Fine Arts 
Building. 
sic-loving Spoo stands in with band on .Sunday 
, Eastern's football coach, 
to pass-off being the Panther 
Band conductor at a Parent's 
concert. 
will have its annual concert 
Sun day in the Dvorak Concert 
Hall, Band Director Tom Brawner said. 
"I'm looking forward to it (concert). I 
love music," Spoo said. 
Admission for the performance is $2 
for the general public and $1 for 
students, Brawner said. 
Spoo said he has not had much ex­
perience on the podium conducting. 
However he said he made a similar 
appearance many years ago. 
"I conducted the Glee Club at Purdue 
University many years ago," he said. 
Spoo noted he did take piano les8ons 
when he was young. 
He added that the band will also 
perform other halftime hits including, 
Whitney Houston's "I want to dance," 
Shostakovich's "Fifth Symphony," and 
"Hip to be Square." 
"It's not a heavy program, but it's 
entertaining," Brawner said. 
"I think-it's the best band we've ever 
had," Brawner added. 
an to face charge 
Brawner said he came up with the 
idea of having Spoo guest appear at the 
concert. "We have a good relationship," 
Brawner added. 
Brawner said the band played at 
some of the team's football practices 
throughout the season. 
The band is not often heard off the 
football field and this will be a change 
of pace. � 
r Eastern senior Terry 
is scheduled to make his first 
ce Friday in Coles County 
Court, Nancy Owen, Coles 
States Attorney, said 
y. 
was a r r e s t e d  o n  
charges of mob action at 
Ninth St. where a party 
violent and two Charleston 
officers were injured after 
being hit in the head with beer 
bottles. 
Formal charges against Zeman had 
still not been filed Thursday. Owen 
said, however,· she expects formal 
charges to be filed just before 
Zeman's trial Friday. 
Mob action is a misdemeanor 
offense, punishable with up to one 
. year in jail and a fine of up to 
$1,000. 
"Early in the year, on a Friday, the 
band came over and showed us its 
halftime show because we never get to 
see it," Spoo said. 
He said he appreciates the band's 
effort and added the Marching Band is 
very inspirational. 
Brawner said Spoo will • conduct 
"Eastern's Fight Song" dhring the 
perfonnance. 
· "I think this would be a good op­
portunity to hear the EIU Marching 
Band in a different setting," Brawner 
said.-He added that it sounds different 
inside, that the brass section sounds 
much stronger. 
The concert will also provide an 
opportunity to win an autographed 
game ball from the Parents' Weekend 
football game as a special door prize, 
Brawner said. 
DATING: HOW TO GET EVERYTHING YOU WANT 
(WITHOUT GETTING MORE THAN YOU EXPECTED) LATE NIGHT 
oe,�'t· 
• 
Leam how to protect yourself ...... 
and recognize danger signals. Don't be 
abused or assaulted by an acquaintance. 
Bonnie Buckley, Coles County 
Women Against Rape; 
\\'·�,, SPECIAL .. 
'". 99¢ _SLICES � 
Kathy Cartwright, University Police; 
Susan Rice, Patty Nemmer, Chris Sheptoski 
Monday, November 9, 7:00-9:00 p.m.� 
Rathskeller Balcony, University Union 
Sponsored by the Counseling Center 
1/6 of a large.,Pizza· 
INSIDE STORE OFFER 
· 1600 Lincoln Ave. 345-3400 
. . 
CONSULTANTS TO INTERNATIONAL·FIRMS 
.. 
We have clients seeking qualified individuals with fanguage and area 
expertise regarding foreign markets. Part-time and full-time assignments 
available. Foreign Nationals with advanced d�gre.es from American 
Universities accepted as Visa restrictions will not affect certain projects. 
Expertise in technical, economic or scientific fields is required. 
Send resume, including telephon� number to: 
SWENSON, CRAWFORD&PAINE 
EXECUTIVE SEARCH DIVISION 
P.O. BOX A-3629 
CHICAGO, .IL 60690 
Opinion R.ewiove "'! o..rmo¥- f'J 
Editorial Julie lewis 
Board News editor 
Jean Wright Sean 0. Hogan 
Editor 1n chief Editorial editor 
Larry Smith Steve Smith 
Managing editor Associate news editor 
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Havi�g the last 
word on student 
election isst1es 
Though supporters of the proposed Lantz 
Gym addition may think parading its ren­
derings near polling booths may. not violate 
student government bylaws, It i's still Aighly 
unorthodox. ,, 
• 
Student Body President Deb Gamreh and 
election committee chair Lori Lockman w�ll 
Edltorla. I huddle to determine the _ propriety of throwing 
t h e s e  pr o p o s e d  
recreation center plans into .. students' faQes 
as they approach the voting place. 
Camren: a firm supporter- of ·erecting the 
proposed $7. million addition, says displaying 
architectural plans at polling places is merely 
providing voters with "information." Students, 
however, possibly will be viewing this 
professionally prepared "information" for the 
first time as they approach the voting booths. 
Camren supports brandishing architectural 
drawings in the Union, near voting booths, for 
their informational quality. This line of thinking 
would condone displaying candidates' 
photographs and platforms in the polling 
places, for their informational quality also. 
Both violate student government's own 
regulations. 
The "information" she says will include only 
drawings and a model. No words. No words 
about the 40 parking places displaced 
parking spaces, which are about as hard to 
find at Eastern as places to exercise. Nothing 
about where they will be relocated. Nothing 
about who would pay higher student fees and 
graduate before the addition is useable. 
Exhibiting such displays at a polling place 
clearly would give favor to the proposal. If 
broadcasting "information" was important it 
would have been widely shared for a long 
time, rather than in a rush to gain support for 
an expensive proposition. 
Without a doubt, an informed voter makes a 
better choice. The way this "information" has 
been disseminated, however, lends credence 
to the saying, "A little knowledge is a 
dangerous thing." 
Lockman was correct in noting that this is a 
"controversial" subject. · Students should 
have the chance to make their decisions long 
before the vote, not while they are walking 
into the ballot booth. A nicely produced 
likeness of the addition shouldn't have the last 
word in the election-the properly informed 
voter should. 
Ah J he. ofefevise/e SS ? f 
H°'! 
·vourturn 
President Rives 
advocates addition 
Editor: 
... 
Several students and staff 
members of The Daily Eastern 
News have asked me where the 
EIU administration stands on next 
week's referendum on the 
proposed new student recreation 
facility. 
The request to explore the 
possibility of constructing ad­
ditional recreational facilities came 
from students, and a general 
referendum last spring approved 
further exploration of the idea by 
a 2 to 1 margin. A committee, 
composed mainly of students, 
surveyed on what additional 
facilities should be provided. Our 
architect has provided rough 
drawings and estimated con­
struction costs for the project, a 
roughly $ 7 million addition to 
Lantz. Our business staff has 
worked out the details of the 
needed bond issue to cover 
construction costs, operating 
costs and debt service for the 
• facility. An increase of $ 7 5 per 
semester, beginning in the SP-ring 
of 1989 is required to provide the 
new recreation facility. 
Mv position on the issue is: 
Students should and will decide 
the issue In the November 
referendum, and I hope students · 
will approve the construction of· 
additional recreational facilities. I 
believe that because: 
1 . Current campus recreational 
facilities, designed to service a 
student body of 6,500, are not 
adequate to provide for the 
recreational needs of more than 
1 0,000. 
2. Fitness has become in­
creasingly more important in our 
society and to students. 
3. Adequate recreational 
facilities at Eastern are needed to 
keep the university competitive in 
future student enrollment. Ad­
ditional recreation facilities, for 
example, are now in the process 
of being provided at the University 
of Illinois in Urbana, Southern 
Illinois University in Carbondale, 
and Illinois State University in 
Normal. 
Again, the issue is appr 
in the hands of students. 
Regardless of where ind' 
st�nd on the issue, I urge 
vote in the referendum. . 
Stanley 
p 
Eastern Illinois U 
Letter poll 
The Daily Eastern 
welcomes letters to the e 
any reader addressing 
relating to the campus com 
The name and telephone 
of at least one author 
submitted with each letter 
editor. Letters must be 25 
or less. 
Only the first three nam 
letters containing more t 
authors will be published 
further specified. 
Letters submitted without 
(or a pseudonym) or 
telephone number or othe 
of verifying authorships w· 
published . 
Eastern Speaks•. This week's question was asked by Sean 0. H photos were taken by Beth Carlson. 
Is a $75 increase fair for a new sports complex? 
Dan Perry 
Junior 
Psychology 
I think it's a little too 
much. The community has 
the services it would 
provide. 
Mary Beth Murphy 
Junior 
Speech commun.ication 
That is expensive, but it 
would be worthwhile. 
Francine Fau 
Junior 
Elementary 
I don't know. I 
here, so it won 
But I don't thi 
students will 
want to pay for 
Sherri Long 
Junior 
Pre physical t 
I think $75 is 
don't delay b 
. � . 
_.._ __ .,._ ---- ----. ·- � -
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ow getting little support 1ne 
. 
ELKS CLUB 6�3 
Welcomes EIU Parents 
pnd 
" 
lack of support by some 
nt o r g a n i z a t i o n s  
g the Eastern Illinois 
"ty Talent Show has 
t's co-chair Tom 
concerned. 
Th ursday n i g h t ' s  
Hall Association 
I Faulkner· said apathy 
the program was "very 
. ting." 
13 acts slated for the 
the Phi Beta £igma 
'ty is the only student 
tion to enter an act, 
said. 
"The other acts are all 
(residence) hall acts, and one 
off-campus act," he said. 
"We (the committee) wrote 
all of the student organizations 
and the only one to respond 
was Phi Beta Sigma," Faulkner 
said. Follow up letters were 
also sent when no response was 
generated from the first letter, 
he added. 
The show, _titled "That's 
Entertainmentt" will go on as 
scheduled Nov. 10 in the 
Subway, with admission free to 
the public. 
. The name of the program 
was changed this year from the 
RHA Talent Show to the El .. 
Talent Show so that more 
organizations would get in­
volved, Faulkner said. 
Faulkner said the 13 acts are 
three more than they had last 
year and the show has the 
support of 25 Charleston area 
businesses providing various 
prizes. 
Faulkner believes that 
through the extended ad­
vertising, and good attendence, 
the show will arouse more 
interest from organizations for 
next year, ''It (successful 
program) will help things for 
next year." 
Invites All Visiting Elk Members 
For Dinner 
Friday Broasted Pork Chops, Rice Pilaf 
$7.50 Au Gratin Potatoes, Salad Bar 
Saturday Prime Rib 
$7.95 '- Buffet 
. '20611i 
St. 
dents assist.ad by qomputer · 
Jer�y's Pizza & Pub 
1even years Eastern 
have been given 
by a computer 
. in 
· 
the Counseling 
a career counseling 
computer, once named 
has two systems. 
is the GIS (G1,1idance · 
tion System), which 
has a data base of national 
information and has been in 
use for seven years. 
The second system, CIS 
(Career Information System), 
has been available for three 
years and was developed bv 
Illinois to determine em­
ployment trends and needs in 
the job market in Illinois. 
Counselor David Baird said 
the system is an information-
giving tool for students seeking 
information about specific 
careers ·or professions. 
"It's a unique opportunity to 
get current, up-to-date, in­
formation about the real world 
of work. Both systems give a 
general run down of in­
formation concerning such 
t h i n g s  a s  a d m i s s i o n s  
requirements, tuition and room 
and board costs. 
Corner of 
4th & Lincoln 
345-2844 
r-----------------�-------
ther Lounge 
FRI. 11-6 
.G.I.F .  
�3 - $1.75 
6 - '$2.00 
GYROS 
CAMPUS DOG 
345-5721· .· 
1 LARGE I . SMALL I 
I 1 ingredient I · 1 ingredient I 
I Pizza & a Quart I Pizza & a Quart I 
I of Coke . . .  650 I _of Coke ... 499f 
I I I 1 Jerry's _ 1 Jerry's 1 
I 345-2844 I 345-2844 . I �------------�-------�---J 
udy's J:lallmark.Shop 
Christmas Open .11ouse 
Fri., Nov. 6 thru Sun., Nov. 8 
In Appreciation To You, 
Our Loyal Customer 
Judy's Hallmark Shop Is Offering 
1.0% off AH. Merchandise 
ow ·is The Perfect Time To Stock 
Up On Al'I You· Holiday Needs./ 
�udy's Offers A Complete Line of 
Christmas Cards, Giftwrap, 
Ornaments,· Candles, Partyware, 
and Decorations 
·Along With A HugeS�lection 
of Gifts For All Occasions 
FREE Refreshments: Coffee-Cookies-Cider 
•_Register To Win A Sleigh Packed 
Full .of $500 Worth of Hallmark 
Christmas Merchandise 
FREE Imprinting on Boxed Christmas Cards 
through Nov. 22. (1 Line Gold or Black Print) 
"When You Care Enough 
to Send the Very Best" 
M-SatSun 
9-9 12-5 348-5473 
udy's Hallmar�- �hop 
. � 
- -
' . , . . 
YOU PLAN IT 
YOU LOVE·.IT 
YOU CAN•T WAIT.·'TIL ·IT STA�TS. 
IT'S · DANCIN' 
ROMANCIN' 
THEN TIME TO DEPART. 
BUT··· ALAS:! 
YOU JUST MET A CUTIE 
WHO SAYS YOU'RE A BEAUTY! 
IF. THAT· IS YOUR FATE 
IT'S NEVER TOO LATE 
TO IMPRESS· THAT NEW LOVE 
WITH A JIMMY JOHN SUB! 
THE PARTY·GOER•s BUDDIE.: JIMMY JOHN'S 
''WE�LL - BRING 'EM TO YA''. 
345-1075 
. : · ' )' . ,f�--··"l ' ---,-�:___;___ _ _ ____________ __:;;:,;;:,.�· ... . .. . . 
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Your Key to a_ WARM Winter 
B "  Prem i u m  Wa t e rpro o f  Boo t .  
Asst Winter Jackets 
BY THE" NORTH. 
FACEI 
' ' 
U r i i ';r · r ' , i t y Vi l / ; 1 r j r .· 
4 0 7  L. 1 r i cu l r  1 /\1.Jr : r  1 1  H :  
c r k I f  1 c :J () r 1 .  1 1  _ <) 1 (; ,· · 
f ) l 1 r ; r 1 c :  ( � 1 7 )  �·Y!1J-· ·: r ' i i  
EST 'S'3G 
' ' 
Q.UALITY CLOTHlNG 
WARMTH, STYLE, VAL lJE. 
, qaabok s 
Walker-Men/Women 
$.1 0°0 off on Reebok 
6" Prem i u m  W a t e rpro o f  B o o t .  
CHA MPS will match 
Catalog Prices 
By 
· Basketball Shoes 
L . L .  R FA N, EDDIE BA UER, or REI 
DIJC9VER 
Shop & Save 
At 01ir Charleston Location 
astern N ews Friday, Novem ber 6 ,  t 9 8 7  
is designed t.o 
public about 
contributions t.o 
d respond t.o 
about the risks 
with chemistry 
8 41st triannual 
Jam Session will 
m 10 a.m. t.o 6 
unday in the 
Union. 
marijuana 
n college 
GTON (AP)-Sup­
nominee Douglas 
admitted Thursday 
marijuana once in 
and on a few oc­
the 1970s and said, _ 
· take and I regret 
t Reagan and At-
eral Edwin Meese 
t.ely pledged their 
support for Gin -
Senat.e Republican 
b Dole issued a 
that neither sup­
opposed his ap-
many Republicans 
cautiously, Sen. 
ley, R-Iowa, a 
of the Senate 
Committee, said, 
think people who 
to the Supreme 
the law." 
opment plunged 
�ld Ginsburg int.o 
ersy that had the 
derail or at least 
· confirmation t.o 
Court. Reagan's 
pt to fill the seat 
ustice Lewis Powell 
in def eat when 
appeals court 
H. Bork was 
2.  
s stat.ement came 
to a reporter's 
the subject and was 
ents before an 
his illegal drug use 
dcast. 
Democratic Leader 
. Byrd of West 
had no immediate 
, and Judiciary 
Chairman Joseph R. 
D-Del. ,  could not be 
r ,  speaking on 
he not be named, one 
D e m o c r a t i c  
aide said of 
and the nomination. 
goner because the 
will not be able t.o 
as their nominee." 
Republican senat.or 
supported Ginsburg, 
' g only on condition 
'ty, said, "It's not 
. It's bound t.o hurt, . 
ublic opinion rises 
.�
.
the senat.or said . .  
Alcoholics ' children 
start self-help grou p 
By DEBBIE CAPPERINO 
Staff writer 
Don't talk, don't trust and 
don't feel. 
These rules are three beliefs 
shared by adults who grew up 
in homes where one or both 
parents were dependent on 
alcohol. 
. Adult Children of Alcoholics 
is a support group made up of 
people who, as a result of 
growing up in alcoholic 
households,  share a common 
bond. 
Jim, one of the founders of 
the Mattoon branch who would 
not give a last name due t.o the 
nature of the group, said the 
goal of ACOA is t.o teach these 
people to talk about their 
experiences,  trust people 
around them and learn to 
'1°' 
All 
TIMES 
BACK 
TO THE 
BEACH 
Totally 
New 
Wave! 
IPGI 
FRI/SAT NITE 7:00 • 9:1 0 
SAT/ SUN MAT 2:00 PM 
SUN TO THURS NITE 7:00 
MATTOON 
express feelings in order t.o 
become self aware. 
Gail , another founder of the · 
Mattoon chapter, said many 
adults who grew up in alcoholic 
homes are unable t.o deal with 
present problems until they are 
able t.o understand and accept 
the alcoholic motives of their 
parents. 
Because their parent's 
alcoholism was the focal point 
of their early years, it has long­
term consequences on their 
behavior and emotional 
awareness. 
Jim said adult children of 
alcoholics may have been 
forced t.o live in pseudo-adult 
shells as children, that is , they 
may have taken on unhealthy 
adult responsibilities much too 
early . 
BO R N  I N  
EAST L.A. 
"./.;;iOllll1' 1(fl..., 
A Comedy 
Bordering On 
Insanity. · 
I!!] 
PATRICK SWAYlE JENNIFER GREY 
p���ffi! 
FRI/SAT NITE 5:1 0 • 7:1 5 • 9:20 
SAT/SUN MATINEES 1 :1 0  • 3:1 0 
SUNDAY TO THURSDAY NITE 5:1 0 • 7:1 5 
FRI/SAT NITE 5:00 • 7:1 0 • 9:1 5 / SAT/SUN MATINEES 1 :00 • 3:00 
SUNDAY TO THURSDAY NITE 5:00 • 7:1 0 
Thank You 
Kristie Black Michelle Michals · 
Rhonda Chan nel Sandy Mindy 
Sheryl  Davis Dori ·Nevin 
Jennifer Durham Karen . Olander 
A my Kryszak Sue Samson 
Laura Sum ner 
for representing the 
�eta Pi Chapter 
at 
Regionai Leadership 
Workshop held at 
Western Illinois University 
, for 
Alph_a Sigma Tau 
National Sorority 
SAllY AJICHAEL l'.AINE 
STEVE GUTTENBERG 
7 A  
�B<rEJ 
Hl�HAEL 
OOOOL!S 
GLENN 
CLOSE 
A PWMOlM PH'lllRE £A-: 
TM • Copyright C> 1117 by -1 Plcl.._�tlon. -.�: ' All Rlghta - ..,.::,.. -
FRI/SAT NITE 4:45 • 7:1 0 • 9:30 I SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:00 PM 
SUNDAY TO THURSDAY NITE 4:45 • 7:1 O 
Friday'scl· 
. 
•f• d d 
BA November6, 1987 asst I e a s 
. Report errors lmmedletely et 581·2812. A correct 
eppur In th• next edition. Unless notified, we cen 
responsible for an Incorrect ad after Its first In 
Dudlln• 2 p.m. previous day. 
CB" Services Offered 
"MY SECRETARY" RESUME 
packages and typing services. 
Reasonable prices, excellent 
service. 903 18th. 345-1150. 
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
__
______ 12/11 
COPY·X 2 0 7  L i n c o l n ,  
Charleston, II. (217)345-6313. 
TYPESETTING - \RESUME 
SPECIALS. 
-------,-- -=-12/11 
N e e d  T y p irig D o n e ?  
Professional Typist Call 345-
2595 after 4:30 pm. 
__
______ 11/19 
TYPING: Fast, accurate, and 
cheap. Pick up and delivery 
available. Call Lisa at 348-7588. 
�-�
�o=----=-c:-=-:·1'!1.�� 
"Need someone to do your 
typing at low rates?" Call Jean at 
345-6759 after 5:00. 
___ 
_._ ___ cMWF./00 
CB" Adoption 
ADOPTION: Happily married 
white couple eager to adopt an 
infant. We offer love and many 
opportunities to explore life. 
Your child will grow up in a large 
renovated Victorian home. Call 
collect 
. 
(312)·4 77 -3639. Best 
times: after 7:00 p.m. or 
weekends. 
_____ c11/6,13,20,24 
Loving couple seeks to adopt 
Infant. Confidential. Medical 
expenses paid. Call Norma 
collect (312)-377-8181. 
_________11/13 
LE' Help Wanted 
OVERSEAS joBS.:Su-mmer, 
yr. round. Europe, S. Amer., · 
Australia, Asia. All fields. $900· 
2000 mo. Sightseeing. Free 
infq. Write IJC, PO Bx 52·1L03 
Corona Del Mar, CA 92625. 
__
_______12,/1 
lB"Help Wanted 
Earn extra money. Sell .Avon. 
Call Pam at 359-15 77 or Cheryl 
at 235-2471 or Jan at 258· 
8115. 
__________00 
"H I R I N G !  G o v e r n m e n t  
jo b s-y o u r  a r e a. 
$15,000-S68,000. Call (602) 
838-8885. EXT 3998." 
_________1 .119 
WANTED TO BUY: One Chuck 
Berry ticket. 581-6170 or 348· 
5597. 
__________11/6 
CB" Rides/Aiders 
Need ride to Dayton. Ohio. 
A l t e r n a t i v e s: C i n n c i n a t t i, 
Richmond, Indiana or In· 
dianapolis. 581-2593, Kerry. 
__
_______11/12 
�Roommates 
Female Subleaser needed for 
Spring Semester, close to 
campus. Call 348-5615., 
_____ .:,_ ___ 11 /6 
FEMALE SUBLEASER-SPA· 
I N G  SEMESTER. NEAR 
·CAMPUS. CLEAN, CUTE, 
COZY. 345-5862. 
_________ 11/6' 
Need to sublease bedroom for 
1 or 2 females· for spring '88. 
Warm, clean, house. very close 
to campus. Call 345-9605. 
__
_______11 /6 
Desperately seeking female 
subleaser, spring semester. 
Rent negotiable. Call 348-1659. 
__
_______ 11/6 
Female subleaser needed for 
spring semester. House close to 
campus. Please call Jackie 348-
5066. 
__
___
____ 1116 
F E M A L E  S U B LEA SER 
SPRING SEMESTER $1 00 MO., 
O W N  R O OM ,  GRE A T  
ROOMMATES! 348-8235. 
--
----'--'----11 /6 
�Roommates 
HELP! Female subleaser 
needed for spring semester! 
Please call 345-9791. 
__
_______11/11 
Female subleaser needed for 
one bdrm. apt. now or spring 
semester. Cheap rent. JULIE 
345-2363. 
__
__
__
 _._ __ 11/10 
. Female Subleasers needed for 
spring semester. Furnished 
apartment, close to campus. 
345-1606. 
__
_______ 11/11 
CB" For Rent 
Dorm Size refrigerators and 
microwaves still available for 
rent, also vacuums $5 per day. 
348-7746. 
__________oo 
Available now and spring 
semester, 2 bedroom apart­
ments. Phone 348· 77 46. 
_________·oo 
N E E D E D  F E M A L E  
SUBLEASER SPRING. Great. 
house Y2 block from campus. 
Nice Roommates. Call Mary 
345-4306. 
__
_______11 /6 
FURNISHED APARTMENT. 
W A T E R/T R A S H  P A I D .  
REDUCED, SAVE $60. MEN. 
345-4846 . . 
________ 11/13 
Male Subleaser: $160/month 
includes utilities (including cable 
TV). Five-way split for phone. 
Own bedroom. 216 Fifth Street. 
Call 345-5034. 
__________ 1 116 
1 bedroom apartment to be 
subleased, spring. 1. or 2 
people. Very close to campus. 
Cheap. Call 348-5665. 
__
_______11 /6 
Rooms for women. 1415 
Seventh; 6th house from 
campus 345-5374. $110 
monthly, utilities included. . 
__
_______11/11 
�For Rent 
STUDENT APARTMENTS 
STILL AVAILABLE FOR ONE, 
TWO, OR FOUR PEOPLE. 
PRICE STARTING AS LOW AS 
$120 PEA MONTH EACH. 
APARTMENT RENTALS 820 
LINCOLN, 348-7746. 
�For Sale 
SNOW SKIS: 3 PAIRS, $100· 
$250. Call Jon 345-6946. 
---
---
--,
-- 1 1/6 
For Sale: 1978 Thunderbird, 
good condition, no rust. $1500. 
Call 345-5712 days, 348-0947 
after 5 p.m. 
__
_______ 1 1j6 
YAMAHA DX 7 Synthesizer, 
Like New call:581 ·5532. 
__
______11/11 
TYPEWRITER-hardly �en 
used! Best offer. Call Carolyn 
348-8729. 
________ 11/11 
. 3 CHUCK BERRY TICKETS 
FOR PARENTS WEEKEND 
CALL 345-7201. 
_________ 11/6 
1981 Dodge Aries Wagon, 
New Tires. Excellent Condition. 
$2600. 345.3771 · 
__
______ 11/12 
GRAND PRIX 78: New 
radiator, starter rebuilt, new 
radial tire, muffler work needed. 
$300. Call 348-845 7. 
________11/13 
FOR SALE: Airline tickets for 
two, 1 Way to .California. Call 
346-3279. 
_________11/9 
[B' Lost/Found 
LOST: Pair of Brown Rimmed 
eyeglasses. Anywhere on 
campus. Call 348-8327 if found. 
. 
. . 11/10 
LOST: Keys on heart key 
chain in Old. Main. Call 345· 
7448. 
__
______ 11/.10 
CB" Lost/Found 
Sell those unwanted items in The 
Daily Eastern News Classifieds! 
_________h-00 
LOST: Gold Herringbone 
bracelet. Lost early Tuesday 
morning. Sentimental value· 
REWARD! Call 345-1410. 
__________11/6 
�Lost/Found 
LOST: Silver Citizen 
watch with gold strip 
center. Black face. $ 
Call Bobbi at 581-2960. 
WE DELIVER 
HOT SUBS 
After 5 p.m. 
•Ham and Cheddar 
•Pastrami and Swi 
.•Reuben 
•Roast Beef 
•Italian Sub 
Free Delivery 
Never A . Check Cashin 
Charge 
THE DELI 
615 MONROE 
345.335·4 
Official Notices Official Notices are paid for through the Office of University Relations. Questions concerning notices should be directed to that office. · 
· · Posting Restrictions 
All . departments and students 
organizations are reminded that 
posting is restricted to bulletin 
boards. Signs are prohibited on 
trees, sidewalks, lamp posts, 
and on building entrance and 
corridor doors. 
Commercial advertising is 
limited to specific locations, a list 
of which is available from the. 
Arrangements Office in the 
University Union (3861 ). 
Mark Haines 
Director of Arrangements 
being placed on your university 
record .. 
Interviews will be held in the 
University Union, SUiiivan Room, 
on Tuesday, November 17, 
1987. 
Interviews start at 9 : 00AM; 
1 O:OOAM; 11 :OOAM; . 12:00 
NOON; 1 :OOPM; 2:0GP.M; and 
3:00PM. 
. 
Please cal� 581-3715 · for 
additional information. 
Frances Harris 
Collection Specialist 
Omega Psi Phi 
Textbook Rental Notes Fraternity Scholarship 
Today will,be the last' day tc Applications are now available 
purchase your textbooks this for the Om'ega Psi Phi Fraternity 
sernester. There will be no Scholarship. A completed ap-
exceptions or extensions to this plication consists of: a 
deadline. If you wish to pu(chase· recommendation letter from a 
a text which you presently have faculty member, a 250 word 
checked out, you must bring the · essay st_
ating your plans once 
book in at the fime of the sale. Al�"" you receive your degree _
and the 
bOoks not purchased must be appl�cat�on. . The deadline for 
returned in satisfactory condition application 1s November 1 O, ' 
by 4:30 p.m. December 21st, 1987. Applications may be 
198 7. Any books returned after pic�ed up at the Financial Aid 
this time wil become unclear and Office, East, Wi�g. Student 
a fine of $2.00 per book will be Services Building. 
· 
imposed. John Fly�n, Director 
Richard Sandefer, Director F1nanc1al Aid 
Textbook Rental Service 
DropDeedllne 
The deadline for dropping a 
class or withdrawing from the 
U n i v e r s i t y  is  FRIDAY,  
NOVEMBER 6 - TODAY - at 
4:30 P.M. The student will 
receive either a "WP" or a "WF" 
at the discretion of the instructor 
of the class. 
TODAY AT 4:30 P.M. IS THE 
DEADLINE FOR DROPPING A 
CLASS OR WITHDRAWING 
FROM THE UNIVERSITY. 
Michael D. Taylor, Director 
Registration 
NDSL Borrowers 
If you are graduating or do not 
plan to be at least a half-time 
student at EIU next semester, it 
is mandatory to complete an exit 
interview i=ailure to do so, will 
resu lt in a COMPLETE HOU) 
Spring lnstellment Billing 
If you pre-enroll for Spring, you 
may pay your S_pring tuition and 
fees using installment billing, 
which consists of ONLY TWO 
INSTALLMENTS: the initial in­
stallment of $350.00, and the 
second (final) installment of the 
total balance due., The initial 
installment is axectly $350.00, 
and consists of $330.00 for 
tuition and fees, plus .a $20.00 
non-refundeble service charge. 
The initial installment of 
$350.00 will be due at wrap-up 
(December 7 -1 O). Tell the clerk 
at the fee station that you wish to 
use installment billing. 
A bill will be sent to your local 
address the fifth or sixth week of 
Spring Term, and the total 
balance will be · due in ap­
p r o x  1 mate I y two weeks 
thereafter Failure to pay the 
. final installment by ttw.. di.le date 
� ' . 
� .  � 
I"�,. 
may result in your record being 
designated "UNCLEAR" ·and 
,may cause a late penalty. 
OPERATIONS ROOM BY 4:30 
P.M,, THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 
12. If an undergraduate's pre-
ANY $TUDENT ASSIGNED TO AT THE CENTER. 
THE ACADEMIC ASSISTANCE. UNDERGAADUA 
CEN TER, T O P  FLOOR . PAE-E N ROLL 
Installment billing is available 
for SPRING TEAM ONLY. 
Michael D. Taylor, Director 
Registration 
.. • enrollment form does not bear 
the student's rna;or departmental 
stamp, the forin MAY· NOT BE. 
.PROCESSED. 
S TUDENT SE R V I C E S  SEMESTER HOU 
BUILDING, SHOULD IM· SPRING. 
MEDIATELY MAKE AK AP· Michael D. T 
POl�TMENT WITH AN ADVISER 
Pre-enrollment 
Unclur Records 
Any currently enrolled student 
who pre-enrolls for Spring 
Semester must have a clear 
record with the Registration 
Office by November 1 2 or- the 
PRE-·ENROLLMENT FOAM MAY 
NOT BE PROCESSED and the 
student will need to reister 
during Central Registration in 
January after clearing with the 
Registration Office. 
Michael 0. Taylor, Director 
Registration 
.
.. 
Final Exem Chengas 
Students who have three final 
examinations Scheduled for one 
day may fill out a request for a 
change in the office of the Dean, 
Student Academic Services, 
Main 116. Forms for requesting 
a change are now available and 
must be submitted no later than 
Wednesday, December 9, 
1 98 7. Students are discouraged 
from requesting instructors to 
deviate from the published . 
examination schedule. Reasons 
of personal convenience such as 
w o r k ,  t r a n s p o r t a t i o n  
arrangements or vacation plans, 
do not constitute ground for 
approval of examination 
changes. 
Samuel J. Taber, Dean, 
Student Academic Servicer 
Pre-enrollment Reminder 
Currently enrolled on-campus 
students may pre-enroll for 
Spring Semester until 3:30 p.m., 
Thursday November 1 2. Secure 
materials by presenting a valid 
l.D. card in the Registration 
Operations Room (south 
basement McAfee). 
PUT YOUR COMPL ETED 
PAE-ENROLLMENT FORM IN 
THE SLOTTED BOX OUTSIDE 
THE. · .R EG.1 STBAT ION . 
.. . .  
073()-0930 
1000-1200 
1300-1500 
1530-1730 
1900-2200 
FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE 1 
Mondey 
Dac.14 
M-0900· 
T-1500,T-15-, 
30 
Makeup or 
Arranged 
T-1400 
M-1500 
M-1900 
, · · Fa11Semester1987 
Tuesday 
Dac.15 
M-1200 
T-0800 
T-1600 
Makeup or 
Arranged · 
M'1300 
T-1900 
·Wednesday 
Dec.18 
M-1000 
T-1 obo. 
M-1100-
Makeup 
or · 
�rranged 
W-1900 
Thursday 
Dac.17 
T-1300 
Makeup or 
Arranged 
M-0800 
T-1200 
T-1230 
M-1400 
A-1900 
1 . Final examinations are scheduled on the basis of the first class hour meeting of 
irrespective of whether the first hour is classroom or laboratory activify. 
2. Final examinations of multiple-hour classes are scheduled on the basis of the first 
multiple-hour block. 
3. A M-. T-, W-, or A· prefix indicated whether the first class day of the week is Monday, 
Wednesday or Thursday, For instance, M-0800 indicates the scheduled time for the final e 
a class having its first class hour meeting of the week at 0800 on Monday, R· 1 900 is for a c 
its first class hour meeting of'the week at 1900 on Thursday, etc. 
4. Final examination periods indicated in the above schedule as "Makeup or Arranged" are 
only in cases where: 
a. The first class hour meeting of the week does not conform to the schedule patterns 
herein. . 
b. The meeting time of the class appears in the Sem,ster Class Schedule as ''ARR.". 
c. The student presents an approved examination change request. 
5. Final examinations in one semester hour courses may be given� the discretion of the 
and, if given, should be scheduled for the last regular class meeting of the term . .  
6.  Final examinations in courses numbered 4750 or above may be given at  the discre · 
structor and, if given, are to conform to the schedule patterns established herein. 
7. Final examinations are to be given in all courses unless specifically exempted under the 
of number 5 and/or number 6 above or by departmental recommendation to, and appr 
Council on Academic Affairs. 
8. Studenis may'not deviate from the published final examination sched�le without written 
the Dean, Student Academic Services. 
9 �nstructors may not deviate from the published final examination schedule without writt 
of. the department chairperson and the Dean of the .School or College according to 
established by the Vice President for Aoademlc Affairs 
. . .  
SamuelJ. T 
Student Acade 
. - .---
Friday'sCI • 1• d d 
ber6,1987 asst 1e a s 
Report errors Immediately at 581·2812. A correct ad will 
appear In the next edition. Unless notified, we cannot be 
responsible for an Incorrect ad atter Its first Insertion. 
Deadline 2 p.m. previous day. 9 A 
�Announcements 
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA 
eLEDGES ARE NUMBER ONE!!! 
__
_______11 /6 
LESLIE STRADER: I'm so glad 
you're my kid. Thanks for being 
so great. You're more than I 
could have ever asked for. LOVE 
MOM. 
__
_______11/6 
Cara Fahey: You're doing a 
fantastic job pledging! I'm so 
proud of you! AGO Love, 
Marianne. 
_________11 /6 
JULIE MARIN, YOU'RE A 
GREAT KID AND A SUPER 
ALPHA GAM. LOVE YOUR 
MOM, SMURPH. 
__
_______11/6 
WENDI TUCKER: You are the 
GAEA TEST kid and I'm very 
proud of you! AG Love and mine 
your COWARDLY Mother!! Gail. 
P.S. SCOPE FOR THAT 
FORMAL DATE!! 
_________11/6 
LYNNE MASSEI-YOU'RE 
THE BEST KID EVER. KEEP UP 
THE GREAT WORK. LOVE 
AMY. P.S. HONEY BUNNY 
CHUNNY. 
----""-----1116 
POLLY REYNOLDS-You're 
the· best sister ever. I love you. 
Amy. 
__
_______
1116 
Amy Shondy-Hey mom, 
you're great. Let's party Soon. 
Love, Amy . •  
_________1 1/6 
• CRAIG: I knew the only way I 
could get away with this is if you 
went to another school. Well, I 
l)ad a great weekend! Can't wait 
till Christmas! I love you! DAWN. 
__
_______1 1/6 
WOMBATS is TONIGHT. 
DANCE to YOUR request with 
BRIAN the almost live O.J. Be 
there. No cover! 
__
_______
1 1/6 
TRACEY GUST: You're super! 
Keep up the great world Love, 
Dawn. 
_________11/6 
I 
I 
I 
�Announcements 
Linda Hundman: Champaign 
on the 21st? No, no . . . 
CHAMPAGNE ON THE 21st! 
Get psyched to party with your 
mom! Love, Monica. 
_________11/6 
WENDY SMITH: I'm so glad 
you pledged Alpha Garn! Your 
real sister loves ya! Allison. 
__
_______
11/6 
Trix (Candi): Bananas are 
good, that's the coach's car, I 
got an axe handle!, lock·in, that 
lady has a wig in her lap, the 
·cockroach, long underwear is 
awesome, life after beer 
goggles, "I was just talking to 
him", The anti-Christ loves you!, 
Hell wouldn't be the same 
without you. Love Ripper 
(Jennifer). 
_________11/6 
JENNIFER BOWMAN-You 
are the best kid ever. Keep up 
the great work. Love your mom, 
Stephanie. 
__
_______11 /6 
Pam Wood-I miss you kiddo! 
Let's get together soon & party! 
Only 2 more weeks to formal. 
AGO Lqve Jody. 
----,,-- ---"--- 1 1  /6 
AMY • M IDDLETON : You're 
doing a GREAT job and your 
mom loves you! I couldn't have 
asked for a better kid! AGO 
LOVE, MICHELE. 
---'-______ 11/6 
Steve Conklin-I just couldn't 
bring m}'&elf · to ask you this in 
person-AGAIN-But I've just gotta 
know-vyili you go to formal with 
me? I'll be waiting for your reply! 
Love Always, Jody. 
-------,--�11/6 Kim Heffren-My number 1 
kid. Keep , smiling! Your AGO 
mom loves you. Love, Jacqui. 
__
_______
1 1/6 
Christy Conklen-Your mom ls 
so proud of you! Keep up the 
super work and keep smiling! 
Only 13 more days til formal! 
AGO Love, Jody. 
_________11/6 
. 
CAMPUS COP 
�Announcements 
WRESTLERS: Good luck this 
weekend at the tournament. You 
guys better show them who's 
the BEST! 
_________11/6 
Melissa Weishenker-Happy 
Anniversary!! I know we'll have 
many more. No distance is a 
challenge. I love you, Bill. 
__
_______11 /6 
LARA NEIRYNCK: You're 
doing a fantastic job! I couldn't 
have asked for a better kiddo! I'm 
so proud of you! Your mom loves 
you, Laura. 
__
_______11/6 
HEATHER HUGHES: Roses 
are red, violets are blue. I 
couldn'i have asked for a better 
kid than you! Love your mom. 
_________11/6 
JILL SEPECZI: TO MY 
NUMBER 1 KID, YOU'RE 
DOING AN AWESOME JOB 
PLEDGING, KEEP UP THE 
GREAT WORK! l'M SO PROUD 
OF YOU! LOVE, NANCY. P.S. 
PLEASE RECONSIDER FOR­
MAL!!! 
_________11/6 
BARR'Y;. ULRICH: It's the end 
of the world as we know it and 
YOU'LL FEEL FINE SUNDAY! 
Happy 21st! Love, Anne. 
_________11 /6 
LORI TIFFAN: What a fantastic 
kiddo! Only 15 more days to 
formal. I can't wait to party with 
you in St. Louis! Your Alpha Garn 
mom Loves you! Allison. 
__
_______11 /6 
ELLEN CONSTANCE, l'M 
PROUD TO SAY YOU'RE MY 
NUMBER ONE KIDDO! YOU 
ARE A FANTASTIC AGO! LOVE 
KAREN. 
_________1 1/6 
F R ID A Y: CA T F I SH ,  
VEGETABLE, SLAW, ROLL, 
BUTTER, DRINK, $4.95. HAND 
CA R V E D  R O A S T  B E EF ,  
POTATO, $2.45. KNOWLES 
CAFETERIA, 1626 BROAD­
WAY, MATTOON. 
--'--------1 1/6 
�Announcements 
TIM MEADE: Have a Happy 
21st Birthday. Don't get at­
tacked by any feathers. GUESS 
WHO? 
--------- .11 /6 
liffany Graham: Thanks so 
much for being such a great kid. 
Keep up the good work. P.S. 
Congratulations on getting 
lavaliered!!! Love ya, JOLENE. 
_________11/6 
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Campus clips 
Sigma Rho Epsilon is having a special one-half hour meeting 
Monday, Nov. 9 af 7:15 p.m. in 108 Buzzard to discuss activation 
ceremony. Ali actives must attend. 
Christian Campus Fellowship is having Sunday Morning Worship 
and Parents' Potluck Dinner Nov. 8 at 10:30 a.m. at the Christian 
Campus House 2231 S. 4th St. (just behind Lawson Hali). Dinner will 
begin after the service (approx. 12:00). For info call 345-6990. 
UB Concert Ushers for the Chuck Berry Concert will meet 5:30 
p.m. on Saturday, Nov. 7. Please enter Lantz through the lower NE 
entran-::e. Bring ID and flashlight and wear black and white. 
Unity Gospel Choir is having a fellowship Nov. 7. at 3:00 p.m. in 
FAM 013. All students are invited. 
The Counseling Center is having a workshop Monday, Nov. 9, at 
7:00-9:00 p.m. in the Rathskeller Balcony of the Union. "Dating: 
_How To Get Everything You Want (Without Getting More Than You 
Expected)" presented by Bonnie Buckle, Coles County Women 
Against Rape; Kathy Cartwright, University Police; and Residence 
Hall Staff: Susan Rice, Patty Nemmer and Chris Sheptoski. What is an 
ideal dating relationship• What happens when it tums bad and how do 
you get it back on track• Learn to recognize the characteristics of a 
potential abuser.., Also, learn how negative relationships affect the 
abused partner. 
Campus Clips are published daily, free of charge, as a public service 
to the campus. Clips should be submitted to The Dally Eastern News 
officeby noon one business day before date to be published (or date 
of event). Information should include event, name of sponsOring 
organization, (spelled out no Greek letter abbreviations), date, time 
and place of event, plus any other pertinent information. Nane and 
phone number of submitter must be included. Clips containing 
conflicting or confusing information will not be run if submitter cannot 
be contacted. Clips will be edited for space available. Clips submitted 
after noon of deadline day cannot be guaranteed publication. No clips 
will be taken by phone. Clips will be run one day only for any event. 
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Friday'sclasslfled ads 
Report errors Immediately at 58 1-28 1 2. A correct 
appear In the next edition. Unless notified, we ca 
responsible for an Incorrect ad after Its first In 
10A Deadline 2 p.m. previous day. 
[B' Announcements 
Quick Cash-We Buy Gold 
Class Rings Sterling & Coins. 
The Pawn Shop Downtown on 
Square. 348-1 011 . 
________ 1 2/1 1 
Dorm Size refrigerators and 
microwaves still available for 
rent, also vacuums $5 per day 
348-7746. 
__________00 
1 7 to 35 years old The Illinois 
Army National Guard would like 
to offer you 1 00% college 
tuition, at least 1 200.00 dollars 
parttime pay, the new GI bill for 
college expenses. Call the 
Illinois Army National Guard 
Recruiter at 21 7-258-6381 in 
Mattoon. 
________ 1 1 /1 8  
T.G.l.F. IS HOLDING ITS 
ANNUAL PARENTS WEEKEND 
PARTY THIS FRIDAY ON TOP 
OF ROC'S. STUDENTS $3.00 
ALL-U-CAN DRINK. PARENTS 
ONLY $1.00 ALL THEY CAN 
DRINK. 
_________11 /6 
MILLER WORKSHIRTS! ! ! 
Also, sweatshirts, tanks and 
more. Call Denise at 348-51 97. 
�--------11 16 
BRING YOUR PARENTS TO 
TGIF ON TOP OF ROCS THIS 
FRIDAY, PARENTS DRINK FOR 
ONLY $1 .00. 
_________1 1 16 
Deadline for December 1 2 
LSAT is November 1 2. For 
information ell 581 -2523 or -
3426. 
_________1 1 /6 
Chuck Berry ncket needed. 
Top$! Call:345-3056. 
---------:-1 1  /6 HUNGRY? Find an AST for 
some M&M's today. 
Jeans ?I.'-· _ 
[B' Announcements 
FOR SALE 3 CHUCK BERRY 
TICKETS FOR PARENTS 
WEEKEND. CALL 345-7201 . 
_________· 1 1 /6 
50.00 REWARD FOR IN­
FORMATION LEADING TO THE 
R E T U R N  O F  S T E A M EX 
CARPET CLEANER RENTED 
F R O M  C H A R L E S T O N  
VACUUM: NO QUESTIONS 
ASKED Phone 345-2722. 
_________1 1 /9 
Surfs up! Party with the Sig 
Tau Little Sisters Nov 9 at Roes. 
$3.00 All you can dnnk. Be 
there!! 
_________ 1 j /9 
P A R E N T S  W E E K E ND 
SPECIAL: Pancake and Sausage 
Breakfast at IKES this Sunday 
Nov. 8 from 8-1 1 a.m. $3.00 all­
u-can-eat. 
_________1 1 /6 
Attention: Watch Albert 
Wilkerson workout at CLUB l.D. 
(by Coach Eddy's), 345-6161. 
$30 Special. 
_________ 1 1 /6 
Come party with the Sig Tau 
Little Sister Pledges, November 
9 at Roes. $3.00 all you can 
drink. 
-::--:----:--,-:------1 1 /9 
TIM MEADE: Happy 21st 
Birthday. Love your A-G Pal. 
_________1 1 /6 
P H I  S I G M A  S I G M A  
WELCOMES ALL PARENTS 
AND WISHES ALL OF YOU A 
GREAT WEEKEND! 
-------..,..----=--1 1 /6 Hey Cuddle Buns: Today is the 
last day for us to sign up for our 
yearbook portraits. I'll meet you 
in the Union lobby so we can 
m a k e  o u r  a p p o i n t m e n t s  
together. Love your' Pooky Bear. 
_________1 1 /6 
Parents 
Weekend 
[B' Announcements 
A F T E R  A L O O O N G  
WEEKEND WITH THE 'RENTS 
WHAT YOU'LL NEED IS A 
FESTIVE NIGHT OUT!!! $3.00 
ALL U CAN DRINK-ROCS 
MON. NOV. 9. "COME SURF 
WITH THE SIG TAU SISTERS!" 
----------..,..-1 1 /6 CARRIE CURTIS: YOU ARE 
DOING A FANTASTIC JOB 
PLEDGING! YOU ARE A SUPER 
KIDDO! LOVE YA TONS, MARY. 
---,...---..,,..-,,-..,..,.,,.--- 1 1 /6 HEY-SURF'S UPI! 
_________ 11 /6 
SIGMA NU INFORMAL RUSH 
BEGINS SATURDAY. FOR 
INFORMATION CALL 348-
51 82 or 581 -541 8. 
_________11 /6 
Come Party with the Sig Tau 
Little Sister Pledges, November 
9 at Roes. $3.00 all you can 
drink. 
_________1 1 /6 
SUSAN: I COULDN'T HAVE 
GOTIEN A BEITER KID! YOU 
MAKE ME VERY PROUD! 
ALPHA GAM LOVE, TRI. 
_________1 1 /6 
6th Floor Andrews-Thanks 
for being the best floor ever and 
making my job so enjoyable. I 
love you all. Mary. 
_________11 /6 
Carlotta Baharlou-Thanks for 
being such a great kid! Let's go 
out. Your mom loves you. Mary. 
------=..,,....,--=----:-1 1 16 JOHN MORAN : Thanx for all 
your support this weekl You're 
the best! I love you-Lori. 
� 11/6 
SIGMA NU WELCOMES ALL 
PARENTS AND WISHES 
EVERYONE A GREAT TIME! 
_________1 1  /6 
[B' Announcements 
Amy Peters-You are the best 
kid! I couldn't have asked for a 
better one! We can go out now 
that I'm "of age". Love, Your 
mom, Julie. 
_________1 1 /6 
Make money through the 
classified ads. 
_________h-00 
SIGMA NU INFORMAL RUSH 
BEGINS SUNDAY. FOR IN­
FORMATION CALL 348-51 82 
or 581 -541 8. 
_________ 1 1 /6 
Pam Hoffee-You're the best 
kid and you're doing an 
AWESOME job with pledging! 
Keep up the great work! Love 
you mom, Mary-Margaret. 
_________1 1 /6 
LOPMYB: Happy Anniversary. 
The past year has been the 
greatest! Thanks for the 
memories. Love MYB's. 
_________1 1 /6 
NANCY, YOU ARE SO COOL 
AND l'M SO PROUD TO HAVE 
YOU AS MY SPECIAL KID! YOU 
ARE DOING A FANTASTIC JOB 
WITH PLEDGING-JUST HANG 
IN THERE AND KEEP SMILING! 
YOU'RE THE BEST! I LOVE YA, 
MOLLY. 
_________1 1  /6 
LAURA KLEN-Your weekend 
is finally here! Hope your bir­
thday is the BEST!! Love Ya, 
Mom. 
_________1 1  /6 
TOM GLASSON for Student 
Senate. The Progressive Party is 
ti1e Right Choice for Student 
Government. PAID FOR BY 
STUDENTS FOR GLASSON. 
_________1 1  /6 
SIGMA NU INFORMAL RUSH 
BEGINS SUNDAY. FOR IN­
FORMATION CALL 348-5182 
or 581 -541 8. 
_________ 1 1 16 
[B'Announcements 
HEATHER GLADNEY: To my 
Number 1 Kid. Let's go out real 
soon! Love your mom. Lee . . 
_________1 1 /6 
Jules-my flaming daughter 
from ... I'm so proud that you're 
my Alpha Garn kid, not just 
because you're pretty and fun 
but because we party so well 
together!! Thanks for making my 
senior year so interesting! I think 
this year will keep getting better 
as we get even closer. Gotta 
love ya! Diane. 
_________1 1 /6 
Betsy, Good luck at your 1 st 
swim meet. Your roommates, 
Kim & Kim. 
_________ 11 /6 
JENNIFER DUNNE: Thanks for 
being the best kid ever! You are 
doing a FANTASTIC job with 
pledging. I am very proud of you! 
Have a super wec!<end! ! ! Love 
ya, Flan. 
_________1 1 /6 
KIM GLAZEBROOK, YOU 
ARE THE BEST KID AND BEST 
FRIEND I COULD EVER ASK 
FOR! LOVE BETH. P.S. PLEASE 
NO MORE DANCING ON 
CHAIRS! 
_________1 1/6 
KELLEY SULLIVAN-You're a 
super kiddo, keep up the good 
work!!! Love, Kate. 
_________1 1 /6 
BARBIE HILTABRAND: You 
are an awesome kid! I'm so 
proud of you. Keep up the great 
job with pledging and get a 
FORMAL DATE! Love ya, JEN. 
_________1 1 /6 
SIGMA NU INFORMAL RUSH 
BEGINS SUNDAY. FOR IN­
FORMATION CALL 348-5182 
or 581 -541 8. 
_________ 1 1 16 
VIENNA BEEF 
CAMPUS DOG 
LADIES OF DEL TA Z 
very proud to repre 
chapter as Delta Zeta 
a terrific weekend. Neil. 
KELLY THOMPSON: 
SMILING KIDDO! YOU 
GREAT ALPHA GAM. 
AMY. 
TIM MEADE ANO 
TRAFTON. You guys 
A-G bros. Love, Kelly. 
Denise GaertQer: Hey 
1 Kiddo! Keep up 
job-I'm so proud of 
get the families out to I 
weekend OK? Love, 
mother. 
Alissa Shannon: I'm 
can "just call you Al". 
nothing better than a 
can visit other AGO Ho 
You're the Best! 
there-you're doing 
with pledging. Love, y 
Kathy. 
VOTE PROGRESS! 
FOR TOM GLASS 
Student Senate. Paid 
Students for GLASSON. 
Mom and Dad wore 
in the fifties that you like! 
a parent to Spences Fri. 
for 20% off purchases. 
fun. Downtown, acr 
Page One. M-F, 1-6 
5. 
WENDY SMITH-ev 
we haven't taken my h 
for a walk or talked 
weight, and guys lat 
think you're GREAT! L 
again soon. Your Mom 
Gaylynn. 
FREE 
DELIVERY 
ON MONDAYS 
s1500 off �I� ·�,-
Your Choice � "Home of Chicago Style Hot Dog,, 
Jean Jackets 
reg. $80 NOW!$50 Save $30 
Ladies & Mens Fashion 
r----Y) 20°/o off 
� <J· 
lml!lll------.. Sweaters G � Skirts Great Shirts \ 4'� 250/ ff Fashion vf.l>. 10 0 Skirts . � Code Bleu, Pepe, SweC(Iats .  '·
. 
l� , 
EASTERN: 
Skirts 
Sweats 20o/o off 
Shorts rY1 1 /2 ff Some Jackets • � O � '\:� � Collared Shirts 
• ��· ..... M  o-f ... 'C9_�--� �-Jo-�-o-off-
"· Beer 
1-RA K 250/ooff Shifts Bad Boy Beer 
ID# Rattle Snake Jakes Whiskey 
(Top's Bottoms 
Fashion) 
Sun-Tan Beds 
S3000for 1 0 Visits 
3so Single Vist 
N 
E 
w 
B 
u 
L 
B 
s 
514 6th Street•Charleston, II 61920•Phone: (217)345-5721 
11 a.m.-2 a.m. Mon.-Sat. 11 a.m.-MidnightSun. 
All food prepared per order. .. so it may take longer, but boy it's worth it! 
Sandwiches with all or your choice of: 
Mustard, Green Relish, Onion, Fresh Tomato, Pickle, Hot Peppers, 
and Sauerkraut 
CD's VIENNA PURE BEEF RED HOT W/Frtee 
Chicago Style Dog 1.25 1.50 
Mustard. Onions. Green Relish. 
Tomato. Pickle. Dosh of Celeri.· Solt. 
Cheese Dog 1.35 1.60 
Chili Dog !Home Mode Chili) 1.35 1.60 
Chili & Cheese Dog 1.50 1.75 
BEEFS & SAUSAGES WI W/Pro\lolone 
Pepper• Cheese 
Italian Beef on French Bread 2.35 2.50 2.50 
Italian Sausage 1.75 1.90 1.90 
Combination - Italian Beef & Sausage 2.95 3 .10 3 .10 
W/Frles 
Polish Sausage & Sauerkraut 1.65 1.90 Sandwich 
Gyros 2.75 
Aboue sandwiches served on French Bread 
SIDE ORDERS Each 
French Fries 
Cheese Fries 
.75 
1.10 
1.00 
1.80 
1.25 
1.88 
Mozzarella Sticks .35 
Double Cheese, Cheese Sticks 
Fried Mushrooms 
Cheese· Mushrooms 
Onion Rin�s 
Pizza Puffs 
DRINKS 
Chil i (Home.Made) 
Coke, Diet Coke/Sprite/Cherry Coke/Iced Tea 
Coffee 
Sm. Med. Lg. 
.65 .75 .85 
.35 
We Deliver: 345-5721 
Cup 
.95 
Paul 
BunyonJr. 
1.00 
When it's not in the bathroom, the car, the bedroom, 
Check the classifieds t 
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____ from page 12A Bulls' hopes hinge 
on help for. Jordan 
team all­
ormer in 1986. 
d in the nation 
with 4.74 a 
ing to the 
yball Coaches 
tistics. She is 
conference in 
e with a 3.98 
eason 
· meet 
varsity wrestling 
"cipate Sunday in 
ament of the 
n Sunday as the 
to the Michigan 
tional in ' East 
Panther coach 
usland said tne 
l will be a 
early-season test 
definitely a t.ough 
t," McCausland 
will likely be a 
-American at each 
ools, including 
, Central Michigan, 
Illinois, will be 
at the tournament. 
Panthers take to 
y, there will be 
starters on 
's roster, including 
(1189, Dean Souder 
Molina (1 77). 
junior starting at 
for the third 
, had a 25-8 record 
d also qualified for 
national tour-
the team's only 
Simcox (158), will 
at Michigan State 
to recover from 
that occurred last 
is the first of 
tes on Eastern's 
ule, 
"We will try t.o vary our 
attack as much as we can and 
use several different people in 
different positions to keep the 
teams guessiilg," Ralst.on said. 
The key t.o beating the 
Sycamores, 13-10 and 3-1, said 
t.o Ralst.on will be ·"smart play 
arid execution." 
Indiana State has five seniors 
in the starting lineup, and 
Ralst.on feels that fact.or should 
be enough for Indiana State t.o 
be up for the contest. · 1 · 
Although the �atches were 
switched t.o McAf ee Gym for Parent's Weekend, Ralst.on 
feels the gyin will give the 
team more of an advantage 
than Lantz Gym. Kelly Stover 
PARENTS WEEKEND SPECIAL 
weaters • • • • • • • • • • • 30 o/o OFF 
enim Jackets • • • • • • •  25 % OFF il!!!BW!lest Park Plaza•--- = .... 
' ' 
Snyder's DQughnuts 
Welcomes Parents 
Sat. 5-1 Serve Breakfast 
all day 
Sun. 7-11 Coffee & Donuts 
Made Fresh 
Downtown store 
Only 
614 
Jackson St. 
CHICAGO (AP)- The 
Chicago Bulls will be more 
than just Michael Jordan 
this season, and Coach Doug 
Collins is keenly aware that 
the team's success will hinge 
on exactly how much more. 
"We're �efinitely more 
balanced. We went through 
a handful of games in the 
preseason where we had at 
least five guys in double 
figures and Michael. still got 
30 or better," Collins said 
after the club posted a 5-4 
mark, it's best. preseason 
showing in recent years. 
"Another sign that we're 
spreading the work around 
is that we've got a primary 
(fast) break . . . and enough 
confidence in OQ!' reboun­
ders to put some guys on the 
run." ·Collins said Thursday 
as the team completed 
p r e p a r a t i o n s  for its 
Saturday season opener 
against Philadelphia. 
"Last year, all we had was 
a seconday break," he added. 
"We had t.o have a steal 
before we t.ook off. That's 
not the case this year." 
·SKIN GRAPIDCS TATTOOS 
& NOVELTY SHOP 
Professional Fine-Line Tattoos 
Traditional & Contemporary 
Tobacco Accessories 
Heavy Metal Jewelry 
1-8 p.m. Mon .-Sat . Ph: (217) 234-9611 
1514 BROADWAY MATTOON, IL. 
Parents' Day oses 
Bud Vase: 3 Roses, 
2 Balloons $12.95 
Yi Doz. Vased, 2 Balloons $14.95 
1 Qoz. Vased, 2 Balloons $18.95 
Lollipop Bouquet $6 & up 
Free Delivery 345-1057 
The Greenhouse 
& Lollipop Bouquet 
15141/2 10th St. . Visa I MC. 
.. -.· ·�·····� .. 
I I 
.I PIZZA TO GO, I 
: JUST $5.95. ·: 
I Now at Monical's, get a Large (16") I 
I Thin Crust Cheese & Sausage Pizza I� 
· 1 to go for jus.t $5.95 plus tax. I 
I Offer good on Carr� -Out I 
7 days a ''eek 
I ar participating stores. I 
I I 
I I 
I Also available with a I 
I 2-Liter Bottle of Pepsi I 
I for just $6.50. I 
I Expires Nov. 24, 1987 I Present this coupon when picking up order. 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I i 
�n�3��i!� / L .::' .::1:: .:t:.5.:�.;: 
a..;,-...;.;�---....... . .. -. ... -. .  "'!".-. .... ...... ... __________ ... . ' ' ,. . .  ' ,.  •·.: .... .. ... { ,·!t . ... 
Panthers set fe>r battle with struggling Saluki 
, . 
By BARRY BOTTINO which Eastern defeated 
Sports editor Oct. 24. · 
To say the Salukis of "The potential to 
Southern Illinois University pass is greater ,1' S 
are . struggling is an un· Whereas Southwest 
derstatement. only had nine p 
After beginning the season tempts, the Saluki 
as the 17th ranked team in I- provides a greater use 
AA football, fourth-year coach pass. 
Ray Dorr's Salukis, who will The SIU attack is 
invade Charleston for a 1:30 freshman quarterbac 
p.m. Parent's Weekend contest Gibson, who has t 
Saturday, have lost seven of completions on 137 a 
nine games including their last for 718 yards in onl 
five in a row. games. 
Southern's only Gateway Gibson got his first 
conference win in four tries Austin. Peay State, a 1 
was a 38-7 triumph Sept. 26 on Sept. 19, after fi 
over Illinois State, who has yet quarterback Kevin 
to Win a Gateway game this broke his collarbone in 
season. ' 13 loss to Southwest 
However for Eastern's The mamstay of' So 
football Panthers and coach offense is junior tailba 
Bob Spoo, things have been Mitchell, who has 
much different. 633 yards on the year 
The Panthers, who were carries. 
chosen to finish as low as fifth "There's no ·doubt a 
in the league by several said Dorr, "we're rel 
publications, have surprised Mitchell and Gibson · 
everyone, including them· "It's like we're de 
Offensive tackle Mark Petersen (72) leads 
blocking downfield during Wednesday's practice 
behind O'Brien Stadium. The Panthers host the 
DAN REIBLE I Photo editor 
Southern Illinois University Salukis Saturday at 
1 :30 p.m. 
selves, in compiling a 5-4 them to move the 
overall record and a 3-2 fensively and hope 
Gateway mark. get hot at the same t' 
"I hope our players are of the · can win at least one of 
opiniOn that we're a darn good two games of the seaso 
football team and we have a said. 
chance to accomplish what a On defense, South 
Spikers' tourney chances lot of teams don't, which is a by senior linebacke winning season," Spoo said. Shelton, who has reco A high conference finish and tackles on the year. 
two season-ending victories are However, Southern's . . 
at stake over the· weekend what Spoo is also looking for to has five to six s end his first year at the have been injured· Panther helm. the year, including 
By MIKE FITZGERALD 
Staff writer 
A spot in the Gateway 
Co nference  f inal - four  
tournament is  at stake this 
weekend when Eastern hosts 
Illinois State and Indiana 
State at 7 p.m. Friday and 
Saturday in McAfee Gym. 
teams as well to have a shot 
at one of the last two slots. 
No r t h e r n  Iowa. a n d­
Southwest Missouri State 
both enter the weekend with 
undefeated records in league 
play. 
"We have three major 
. incentives in winning this 
weekend," said Eastern 
Coach Betty Ralston .. 
"I see our offense as coming- linebacker Mike C 
on now," Spoo said. "And who is questiona 
offenses tend to come on later Saturday's game with 
in the year. Our players have jured left leg; 
started to develop at their Eastern has also e 
positions and it's taken them its problems with 
this long to do it." injuries, though. 
The Panthers; 22-7 overall 
and 3-4 in the league, enter 
the weekend needing to beat 
both the Redbirds and the 
Sycamores, and also needing 
Southern Illinois tO beat both 
Winning the match against 
Illinois State, 12·9 overall 
and 3·1 in the league, Friday 
will be the Panthers' biggest 
hurdle because the Redbirds 
hold an unblemished 1 7 -0 
advantage in the all-time 
series dating back to 1973. 
"First, we are 0-17 against 
Illinois State. Second, we are 
still in the conference race, 
and third we have lost to 
Indiana State in the last two . 
conference matches that we 
have played against them." 
. Eastern's biggest concern 
will be how to handle 
Redbird outside hitter Chris 
(See SPIKERS', Page 11) 
The Panthers will also try to The Panthers lost 
develop their conference mark ·end Tom Govan to a 
into 4-2 on the year Saturday right shoulder against 
when they take on the veer- State Oct. 1 7 and · 
option offense of Southern. Mike Briscoe has 
"The veer-option is a more · action since breaking 
spread offense," said. Spoo in the top of his left han 
c o n t r a s t  t o  Southwest Southwest. 
Missouri's wishbone option 
Booters looking to rebound in finale at Miami of Ohio 
By BRENT FEENEY 
Staff writer 
Eastern's soccer team, coming off a 
heartbreaking 1-0 loss to St. Louis 
University Wednesday night, travels to 
Oxford, Ohio to play the Miami (Ohio) 
Redskins Sunday in the regular season 
finale for both teams. 
The match commences at 1:30 p.m. 
While Wednesday's loss didn't deal a 
fatal blow to the Panthers' NCAA 
playoff hopes, Eastern Coach Cizo 
Mosnia said that his team's chances are 
slim. 
"We lost three key games in our 
region (the Midwest)','' Mosnia said. 
"You can't really afford to lose to teams 
in your region. If you do, the chances of 
getting into the playoffs are pretty · 
slim."· 
The hooters lost to Wisconsin on 
Sept. 11, Illinois State on Sept. 20 and 
to St. Louis. 
Still, the 11-4-1 Panthers have an 
outside chance of a playo�f bid. 
J: ,i·� 
''There's two or three teams that have 
records like us," Mosnia said. "So it's 
going to be close. Sunday's game is still 
an important one, and we'll be ready for 
it. 
"We didn't have the intensity in the 
first half (against St. Louis) that we did 
in the second half," Mosnia said. "It 
might have been nerves, but we gave 
them too much space to operate in the 
first half. We made mistakes that we 
usually don't make. 
"This is still a young team, th9ugh, 
and I think that the experience that 
they've gathered this year will help 
them in the future," Mosnia said. 
"Our players came in with a good 
attitude and a fresh state of mind this 
year," Mosnia said. "We could have 
done a little better in certain games, 
but a lack of experience and things we 
couldn't control, were factors. 
"Overall, I'm happy with the majority 
of our players, and I think that we have 
a good,fo\illdation on which to build on 
in 1988," Mosnia said. 
The Redskins come into the match 4-
13-1, having lost Wednesday to Mid­
American Conference rival Bowling 
Green 4-1. 
The Redskins were hoping for better 
things this year, with six seniors on the 
team, but things haven't worked out 
well for them, said Redskin Coach 
Bobby Kramig. 
"We've struggled all year," Kramig 
said. ''When we went into pre-season 
training, we had five seniors who had 
started for three years for us. They 
haven't been able to get the job done, 
and I've gone with primarily freshmen 
and sophomores since then." 
The Redskins have also been hit 
badly by the injury bug. "Our best 
midfielder, John O'Neal, has a knee 
injury, and our other good midfielder, 
Mark Lobring, is hurt, af> well as our 
two best forwards. 
"We haven't had many injuries for 
I • I t I I I l 
about five years, so I guess 
overdue," Kramig said. 
Lobring and Trevor Banks 
Redskins in scoring, each 
points. Banks has four goals 
assist, while Lobring has 
and three assists. Jeremy C 
third with three goals for six 
Right now, the two best p 
Miami are freshman Kevin 
sophomore Mike Reinhardt, 
said. 
The Redskins' 1987 sch 
featured teams like 1986 
runner-up Akron and Grea 
region powerhouse Indiana, 
currently the number one te 
nation. 
"We're _excited about bein 
play a team like Eastern," 
"We've hea:rd plenty of g 
about them, and this is 
meeting in soccer. We're hop' 
play well against them." 
of Parents Weekend 
Os rocker Berry . 
s 'goode' show 
be good and 
lk Saturday night at 
when 50s rocker 
takes center stage 
out crowd . 
ls at 8 p . m .  Satur­
tz Gym . The doors, 
open at 6:45 p . m .  
creator of such 
"Johnny B. Goode," 
er Beethoven," has 
professional music 
40 years . 
en playing music 
10, and he's been 
professionally since 
,"said booking agent 
Willard Alexandras 
three or four years 
mething rolled und�_r 
table so his mother 
to get it. Instead of 
g down and getting 
ed like a duck and 
eath , "  Burke said . 
, Burke said Berry's 
him to perform this 
, and he later incor­
to his act . 
1, began his musical 
. Louis . 
ed out playing in 
In St. Louis as a side 
k>cal attractions and 
then moved up , "  Burke said . 
Although St . Louis is where 
. Berry began his career, Burke 
said he does not return there on 
a regular basis . 
"When an artist gets real 
popular he can only go there (his 
base) once o� twice a year," 
Burke said . 
Berry also wrote a book 
"C h u ck B e r r y  t h e  
Autobiography" and made his 
first documentary film "Chuck 
Berry- Hail! Hail! Rock 'n Roll" 
earlier this year . 
"First , he wrote the book 
because a lot of the journalists 
ask the same questions over and 
. over again . 
"Number two and more im­
portantly, a lot of stories were 
printed that were misinformed 
and not complimentary that kep1 
recirculating," Burke said . 
"The book was. inevitable . I 
think the real visibility was when 
Keith Richards (lead singer for 
the Rolling Stones) played on 
stage with Berry for his 60th bir­
thday concert, and a year ago he 
was inducted into the Music Hall 
of Fame," he said . 
Student Activities Director 
Anita Craig said Berry has in­
spired artists such as The Rolling 
Stones, The Beatles, The 
Grateful Dead and Eric Clapton . 
Backing up Berry at his Satur­
day night concert will be the 
(See BERRY, page 6b) 
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Fifties rocker Chuck Berry poses for a photograph 
during the early years of his career, which began 
more than 40 years ago with his first hit, 
"Maybelline." Berry will take center stage at.8 p.m. 
Saturday in Lantz Gym for the Parent's Weekend 
concert. 
nt's Weekend concert boasts family-oriented show 
substituted in their place. . " s1ve. 
Activities Director Anita Craig 
't know the exact origins of 
kend. 
Steve Allen and Jane Meadows were 
to perform one year' and at the last minute, "Meadows cancelled due to il­
lness," she added . 
Brinker said the performers were paid 
from $20,000 to $60,000 for their one 
night performances in Lantz Gym .  
"Somewhere i n  that price range is 
where we've operated from in the last 
three years," she said . "They (costs) vary 
depending on the entertainer . "  
She said many times screening the per­
former bef�re the event is not possible or 
necessary . 
"We're usually in touch with the enter-
tainer or his agent," Brinker said . . ne on for a long time," Craig 
, "My guess is that it was 
scaled down from what 
year's last minute concert 
Jerry Lee Lewis and Fats 
Chuck Berry, Craig said it isn't 
e cancellations have been a 
Ceci Brinker, assistant activities direc­
tor, said she has worked with the past 
three Parent's Weekends and has helped 
organize the Frankie Avalon, Bob Hope 
and Chuck Berry concerts . 
She said a family-oriented show is one 
of the objectives in selecting performers 
for Parent's Weekend . 
"We inform him . . .  so he can organize 
his material to fit what our campus style . 
is , "  she said . 
" For the most part, they know they're 
playing to an audience of parents," 
Brinker said . 
"One of the things we try to do is keep 
the ticket prices reasonable for the con-
· sumer," Brinker said . 
"We try to find something appealing," 
Brinker said , "to make it a pleasant 
weekend . 
the late 1960s, the Smothers 
cancelled out at the last 
Craig said . Bill Cosby was 
Of the three concerts, she said Hope 
was the highest priced, with Berry then 
Avalon following . 
"Most of the entertainment is clean , "  
she said , adding, "We don't have to 
worry about the material being offen-
The tickets for the Chuck Berry con­
cert , scheduled for 8 p . m .  Saturday i� 
Lantz Gym, are ah:eady sold out . They 
were $13 a piece . 
ents give variety of plans.for time with their parents 
will get a taste of 
weekend by not only 
the different activities 
but by spending time 
sons/ daughters . 
Lynn Barnhart, an 
education major,  
is the first t ime her 
ve come down . 
take them out to din­
of the area restaurants 
to Roe's (now called 
Tavern) . 
Is the type of person 
sit still for a long time, 
Ink he would like the 
(Chuck Berry) concert," Bar­
nhart said . 
She added she will probably 
take her parents on a tour of 
campus and out to Cross County 
Mall in Mattoon on Sunday. 
Christine Fly n n ,  a senior 
physical education major , will be 
taking her parents to the concert 
and other planned campus ac­
tivities .  
On Saturday, Flynn said she 
plans on taking her parents to 
lunch at an Amish restuarant in 
Arcola . 
"We found the restaurant last 
year and really enjoyed it, so we 
want to go back this year , "  Flynn 
said . 
After lunch, she said will go to 
the game and then on to con­
cert . 
Flynn said Saturday night she 
would like to take her parents to 
one of the area bars . 
"My parents don't like to 
drink,  but my mom likes to 
dance so we may go to ( E . L . )  
Kracker's," Flynn said . 
She said even though her 
parents have a four and a half to 
five hour trip , this is the fourth 
time they have been to Eastern 
for Parent's Weekend .  
"This i s  the  one weekend they 
really look forward to . My mom 
hates sports, but there is no way 
she would miss the football 
game . 
"They really love the cam­
pus," Flynn adde d .  
A m y  Carlson , a sophomore 
elementary education major, 
said she will take. her mother to 
the game and then out to eat at 
Krackers . 
"We couldn't get reservations, 
so we are going at about 4:30 
p . m .  before the rush , "  she add­
e d .  
After dinner, Carlson said she 
will take her mother to the con­
cert and then on to her niece's 
apartment where they will spend 
the night. . 
· 
"On Sunday, we will probably 
go to the Cross County Mall in 
Mattoon and to brunch," 
Carlson added . 
This is the second time 
Carlson's mother has come 
down for Parent's weekend . 
Donna Hapke, a sophomore 
business major, said her parents 
are bringing the camper down 
and after the football game they 
will have a bonfire . 
Tony Williams, senior zoology 
major, said his parei:its aren't 
coming. 
He added that "parents 
weekend tends to lean more 
towards the freshmen and 
sophomores, and that it's impor­
tant for parents to come and be a 
part of what they're doing. "  
I Movies Charleston Bible Center Services will be held at 10:30 · 
a . m .  and 6 p . m .  at 2605 Univer-
Will Rogers sity Drive . 
"Born in East L . A . "  Cheech . . 
Marin ends up on the wrong side . 
.Immanuel Lutheran Church 
of the law . Showtimes: 7: 15 and Services will be held at 8: 15 
9:15 p . m .  Friday and Saturday, and 10:45 a . m. at 902 
2'.15 p . m .  matinee Saturday and Cleveland Ave . The Lutheran 
Sunday and 7: 15 p .  m .  Sunday Student Fellowship will be held 
through Thursday at the Will at 5 p . m .  
Rogers Theatre, 705 Monroe 
Ave . Rated R .  
"Ba c k  t o  t h e  B e a c h." 
1Although summer has past, An­
nette Funicello and Frankie 
Avalon head to the beach for 
s o m e  n e w  w a v e  f un .  
Showtimes: 7 and 9:10 p . m .  Fri­
day and Saturday , 2 p . m .  
matinee Saturday and Sunday 
and 7 p . m. Sunday through 
Thursday . Rated PG. 
Time 
"M a d e  i n  Hea v e n . "  
Showtimes: 5. 7:10 and 9:15 
p . m .  Friday and Saturday . 1 and 
3 p . m .  matinee Saturday and 
Sunday and 5 and 7:10 p . m .  
Sunday through Thursday . 
Rated PG. 
Newman Catholic Community 
Services will be held at 5 p . m .  
Saturday, 8 a . m .  and 9:30 a . m .  
Sunday at St .  Charles. 921 
Madison Ave . .  and at 6:30 p . m .  
Saturday and 11 a . m .  Sunday i.n 
Buzzard Auditorium . 
Praise Assembly of God 
Services will be held at 10:30 
a . m .  and 6:30 p . m .  at the 
Newman Center on Ninth and 
Lincoln . Sunday school wil l  be 
held at 9:30 a . m .  
University Baptist Church 
Services will be held at 10:30 
a . m .  at 1505 Seventh St .  Sun­
day school will  be held at 9:30 
a . m .  
·Wesley United Methodist 
Church 
Services will be held at 8:30 
and 11 a . m .  at 2206 Fourth St .  
Sunday school wil l  be held at 
9:50 a . m .  
"Dirty Dancing.  Showtimes: 
5:10, 7:15 and 9:20 p . m .  Friday 
and Saturday, 1: 10 and 3: 10 
p.m . matinee Saturday and 
Sunday and 5:10 and 7:15 p . m .  
Sunday through Th ursday . 
Rated PG-13. 
Cinema 
"S urre n de r . "  S h owti m e s: 
5: 10 , 7: 15 and 9:20 p . m .  Friday 
and· Saturday, 1:10 and 3:10 
p . m .  matinee Saturday anct 
Sunday and 5:10 and 7:15 p . m .  
Sunday through Thursday a t  . 
Twin City Cinema,  1421 Broad­
way Ave . in Mattoon . Rated PG. 
A different kind of church where 
People are special. .. 
"F a t a l  · A t t r a c t i o n ." 
Showtimes: 4:45, 7:10 and 
9:30 p . m .  Friday and Saturday, 
2 p . m .  matinee Saturday and 
Sunday and 4:45 and 7:10 p . m .  
Sunday through Th ursday . 
Rated R .  
"Hello Again . "  Showtimes: 5 ,  
7 and 9: 10 p.  m.  Friday and 
Saturday, 1 and 3 p . m .  matinee 
Saturday and Sunday and 5 and 
7 p . m .  S u n d a y  . t h r o u g h  
Thursday. Rated PG. 
University Board 
''Hoosiers . "  Showtimes: 6:30 
and 9 p . m .  Friday in Buzzard 
Auditorium . 
, 
lchurches� I 
Charleston Alliance Church 
Services will be held at 10: 30 
a . m .  at the Charleston Motor · 
Inn, 920 W .  Lincoln Ave. 
Christian Campus Fellowship 
Services will be held at 10:30 
a . m .  at 2231 S. Fourth St .  
Church of Christ 
Services will be held at 10: 30 
a.m . at 917 Woodlawn Drive . 
First Baptist Church 
Services will be held at 9:20 
a . m .  at 2800 University Drive . 
First Christian Church 
Services will be held at 9 a .  m 
at 411 Jackson Ave'. 
First Presbyterian Church 
Services will be held at 10:30 
a . m .  at 311 Seventh St. 
� People like you · ' • 
Presently meeting at 
CHARLESTON MOTOR INN 
(Lincoln and Douglas) 
MORNING SERVICE . 10:30 A.M. 
SUNDAY 
··BRUNCH 
10:3011.m .. 2 p.m. 
$695 
'2" 
Children under 12 
• � 
. � 
. :\ 
Some Items 
Available 
Roast Beef. Ham 
Au Gratin Potatoes, 
: • Omelettes. 
Broccoli Normandy, 
Salad Bar, 
Taco Bar, 
Fresh Fruits. 
Vegetables, 
Belgian Waffles 
Texas French Toast 
Baked Fish 
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Episcopal 
Campus Ministry 
"Let us take you for pizza" · 
(At Jerry's) 
Sunday, Nov. 15th at 5:30 p.m. 
Call Rodger Patience for info 581-3371 
345-9141 PIZZA 345-9393 
1 00 % Real Cheese 
Adducci Family Restaurant 
(31 years in the pizza business) 
716 Jackson St. (East of Downtown squa 
CHEESE & ONE INGREDIENT 
SMALL$3.95 
MEDIUM $4.95 
LARGE $5.95 
+Sales 
tax 
+ FREE THICK.CRUST OR FREE 
SOFT DRINK - (JUST ASK FOR IT) 
FREE DELIVERY - WEEKDAYS 5-1 0 p.m. 
FRIDAY & SATURDAYS 5-12 p.m. 
' (closed Sundays) 
Sunday Brunch at Roomers 
11-2 
Fresh Fruit 
Fresh Baked Bread 
Cheeses 
Assorted Salads 
Quiche 
Biscuits 
n'Gravy 
Beef n' Noodles 
Fruit Cobbler 
Fried Chicken 
Whipped Potatoes 
with Gravy 
Chicken n' 
Country Dumplin 
;jf ititititititititititltit!tititit!t!ti 
·e ; _ oots 
• 
·-• 
-
• 
·-• 
·-• 
--
•  
• 
• 
·-• 
--
To Get Her 
Around Campus! · 
Good Selection 
Leathers 
and/or ' 
Fabrics by: 
. . 
"Meryl" 
• 
--• 
·-• 
• fafcres. 
--• 
--• 
'INSULATOR 
··-• 
·-• 
• 
--• 
·-• 4it Visa 4it Master it Card 
UPTOWN 
··-
iINY ART'S�r: • 
4it North Side Uptown Square 
··-
. ,,. .,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,., .• ,.,.,. 
' ·, . ' ' 
I 
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. 's 5th 'docu ments' its success 
fifth 
current release of 
's most successful 
bands. 
would command creative control 
on- their �!bums,  they would 
have a larger audience for the 
music;: and meanwhile , make 
some money . 
On "Document" the band has 
managed to do all this without 
compromising its roots in rock 
principles .  The album rises 
release , I think the band is now 
doing it for themselves- the only 
real reason to make music� Art 
for art's sake , right? Fortunately 
for us, it is also an enjoyable 
rid e .  
, singer Michael above t h e  genre the band 
t Peter Buck, • created from the very first tune 
Mills and drum mer "Finest Worksong" . 
The band tackles lost love , 
"The One I Love " ;  chaotic world 
conditions,  "Fireplace " ;  lost 
liberty , " It's The End Of The 
World As We Know It (And I 
Feel Fine) " ;  and even returns to 
cover songs with "Strange" 
(from the English group Wire) . 
n moved up from The song is proof of the band's 
to the bar band intent to evolve . The musical 
d Who tunes and 
breath sang old 
songs . They had 
positions that e m­
style . They were 
ctic . 
• 
the band released its 
.. Radio Free Europe" 
it up with the well 
albu m ,  "Chronic 
at record thrust 
the world of college 
they have . become 
the first full-length 
ur" . It inch.�ded the · 
adio Free Europe" 
of other well- made 
album was haled by 
breakthrough master­
ing several different 
a new one . 
t album , "Reckon� 
a worthy follow up , 
.'s style was beginn­
an even more unique 
& voice was starting to 
a model for other 
third album , "Fables 
nstruction," the 
Its style into a pop-
spotlight. Oh , the 
. But some peo-
t with songs like 
There From Here" 
was making a . 
mmercial move .  
Rich Pagent," the 
was also in a style 
suggest the band 
be more than just a 
aimed entity . They 
·stars . 
· ong with that? Th�y 
Patience 
Minister . 
1 ·3371 
. or 
6-001 8 
R i d e  t o  
hurch 
form is · definite metal with a 
pun,k twist . 
Elsewhere , the album reflects 
both a com mitment to the past 
and a thrust forward . The band 
has received the commercial 
success it was after , and this now 
allows the members to do the 
creative things they want to . 
Pushed · by · critics to do 
something new with each 
R . E . M .  is a band that is now 
both critically acclaimed and 
commercially successfu l .  A rare 
blend in modern popular music . 
"Document" is ,  therefore , the · 
sound of a band free to do what 
it wishes musically , but not dor­
mant in its facilitation of i't . 
R . E . M .  will be appearing at 8 
p . m .  Saturday at the Assembly 
Hall in Champaign . 
Weekend Dorm Delivery Special 
Ham Sandwich 
Next to  Coach Eddy's S?ort Shop 
just N. o f  Old '.\1ain .�t:ira 1 hon off Lincoln 
Good through 1 1 18 
' -
Take a 
. goo.d look at 
Dexter Tradition. · 
B l a ck 
or 
C o r dovan 
(His & Hers) 
Wide as 3E 
Quality is a sign of tr�dition. And these Dexter 
Classics are no exception. Fine leathers. Attention to 
detail. Classic styling. From Dexter. 
Byrne 
INYART 
G re at 
Wa l ke r 
Extra Wide 
Tool 
I s  
Shoe 
F i t t i n g  
S t o re 
North Side Uptown Square 
r---------------------------1 
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ome to the Best 
4 O'Clock Club 
In . Town . 
75t· 1 6  oZ. Drafts 
• '1.00 BAR Drinks 
FREE Po orn 25* Hot D9gs 
75¢ 1 6  oz . . Old . Style 
Friday's Band 
"APEX" on Tour 
From Chicago Returns to 
Rock TED's Again ! 
Don 't Miss This $ 1 
0 Opportunity · 
00 1 6  oz. Bud 
or Busch 
a.. To Experience The High 5 Energy Rock & Roll 
U Songs by: Bon Jovi, $ 1 
C) 0 
c 
-0 
Rum & Coke o z 
Whitesnake, The Doors, 
Motley Crue, UFO,. Dio, 
Ozzy, Plus Much More! 
25 Screwdriver 
_Fuzzy Navel 
Get i n  a�1 0 w/�oupon for FREE 
Saturday's Band 
Tracy Turner, Marty 
Weaterford, Bob Hilebeital & 
Eamie Teal in 
z ''liJGR' 
� High Energy Rock & Roll 
75¢ 1 6  oz. Old 
· Style 
$ 1 oo 1 6  oz. Bud 
or Busch · 
:::::> Light Show · R & C k 8 Songs by: Dokken, Ratt, $ 1 25 um 0 e 
Scorpions, Ozzy, Motley · Screwdriver 
Crue, AC/DC, Iron Maiden Fuzzy Na vel 
Get i n  8- 1 0 w/coupon for FREE 
' ' 
Congratulations 
TO THE 
· 1 988 -RHO CHIS! 
· Annette Akers 
.L isa Bud n i k  
C i ndy Cam pbel l 
A lanso Caveney 
Rhonda Chan ne l  
L�cia D iN icola 
Lau ra Du kes 
Amy K ryszak 
Sharon Larson 
KeHy Man ns 
Mary Beth M u rpy 
Dore Neven 
Janet O'Don nel l 
L iz O'Mal l ey 
Ch risti n e  Fe rguson Kel ly Pendergast 
Luci nda F r,yman Diane R!chardson 
J u l ie Ga r lando Mary Kay Righei mer 
Mary Marga ret G ree r Nancy Ru b l ee 
S uzie Ham pson 
Ti na Harbert 
Ann H e l m 
Heathe·r Higgi ns 
Susan Samson 
' 
K risti n Schel l i n  
Amy S m ith 
Carol i n e  Sto ldt 
. J u l i e  I rv i n S u e  Stu e land 
Mich e l l e  T odh u rite r 
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EI U RUG BY 
Home Game: E I U  vs. JSU 
Saturday, Nov.7, 
1 :00 p.m . 
Field South of 
Campus Pond 
Party· at Biscuits to Fol low 
As Always . . .  Homeboys.Stay 
· Away 
D £ D Hobbie9 
GOOD LUCK PANTHERS 
• Paperback Books 
•Art Suppl ies• Paints & Tools 
•War & Fantasy Games• Balsa Wood 
• Coins, Stam ps & thei r Accessories 
•HO, N, 0 Trains 
•Model Rockets, Mi l itary & 
other P lastic Models 
Hours : Daily 1 2 : 30-4 :30 Sat . 10-4 
7 18 Monroe• 348-0664 
(SU\R COUR�; 
E M  WORK R. • • T O U R 
8 p. m., Saturday, Nov. 7 
Pu blic: $1 4.50 
ncket Information 333- 5000 
� -i191111bl1 IDll � � UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS, CHAMPAIGN 
�- . fl?l l�l?S 
509 Van Buren- Across from the Water Tower 
SPECIAL PARENTS DAY MENU 
- Complete Dinners­
• Roast Beef and Dressing 
or 
• Fried Fish $6.95 
• Ou r Famous Homemade S�ndwiches • 
Italian Beef, Turkey, Tenderloin 
Croissants, Fresh-cut Fries . . .  
. ' And Much More! 
SEE YOU AFTER THE GAME -. - . -- ./. 
· 48 Oti-1 TH� VERGE OF THE W  
· -� 
TONIGHT 
BUZZARD AU DITORIU M  
6 :30 and 9 :00 -· $ 1 . 00 
lll�::z::•" 
PAR E NT'S ·wEEKEN D 
SPECIAL 
SHOW MOM AND DAD 
you Appreci ate them 
(Affo rdably) 
Balloon Bouguet 
+ , 
1 /2 lb. box of fine chocolates 
Will be delivered to their hotel 
room B E FO R E  they arrive 
(won't you look thoug htful?) 
$1 0.50-Delivery included 
Call early* 348-0044 · 
AUNT MARTHA'S 
6 1 6 W. Lincoln, Charleston 
*Orders after 1 1  /1 4/87 
wil l be $1 1 .50 
Serving SPECIAL Dinners 
For Parents Weekend 
Seating 400 
For Reservation$ 
Call: 234-8601 
Also Serving 
BREAKFAST BUFFE.T 
Sat . Nov . 7 - ·  . . ·$3 A.h 
Sun . Nov . 8 · . �� 
/ 
DO THE 
. .· 
· DOG 
345-5721 
The . 
- Campus 
. Dog 
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Album 'generated' old times 
By PAT KLIPPEL 
Staff writer 
In 1983, former members of 
Yes , Chris Squire and Alan 
White , formed Cinema with the 
brilliant ,  but then unknown 
guitarist Trevor Rabin. 
They then realized although 
Robin had an excellent voice . 
one more couldn't hurt. 
Enter the "Voice of Yes" . 
John Anderson,  who quit in 
1 980 . 
To avoid previous ego pro­
blems between keyboardist Rick 
Wakeman and the rest of the 
band . they contacted the under­
employed Tony Kaye , Yes's first 
, board man . and the current 
lineup was complete. 
The resulting album ,  90125 . 
was Yes's first big .commercial 
success . and the single "Owner 
of a Lonely Heart" was the only 
Yes song to hit N o .  1 .  
Due to the previous obliga­
tions to other bands .  producer 
Trevor Horn was only able to 
produce part of Yes's latest ven­
ture . Big Generator . so most of 
the production work was done 
by Rabin and engineer Paul 
QeVilliers. 
Big Generator in many ways 
captures the enegy of 90125 
while incorporating the high 
q uality of songs, arrangement 
and · i n stru m e ntal  passages 
typical of  early Yes. 
"Rhythm of Love" is a 
straight-forward , unobtrusive , 
90 l 25rty;e.ef pop-son! . 
This song may be the second 
single from the album . 
T h e  t i t le  tra c k ,  " B i g  
Generator", is another possibility 
for the second single . It's catchy,  
straight-forward rock and roll , 
although it is largely borrowed 
from 90125 tunes, "Leave It" 
and "Owner of a Lonely Heart , "  
i t  i s  one o f  the best songs o n  th� 
album . 
· 
"Shoot High , Aim. Low" fs not 
as easy to swallow as the first two 
songs, but it is probably the most 
original and- best song on the 
albu m .  
The sound · .  iS almost Peter 
Gabriel-like, but Anderson's 
vocals are ve�y much in  his early 
Yes form. 
"Almost Like Love's" raun­
chy, heavy metal intro grabs the 
l istener, and the quick melodic 
vocals by Anderson pulls hfm 
· through two verses in seemingly 
record time.  
Here , the song builds, adding 
horns (a  first for Yes) and if the 
listener is not singing along by 
now, he may be uncon�cious .  
The weakness in this  tune is  
the lyrics, which are used more 
as a melody than a story line , 
like older Yes . 
"Love Will Find a Way, " the 
first single, is a good song , but it 
was obviously written by Rabin 
with the idea that it would be a 
single. 
Byrd's Cleaners 
Located on S .  4th St . 
around the 
curve 
::r 
·M-F S(· Li1ws0r 
6 : 30-5 Byrd 's  Hall at . 8- 1 2  if. 
Rabin incorporates flashy in­
stru mentals with a memorable 
chorus,  but I can't help thinking 
this is just a Yes version of a 
Starship tune. 
Side two of the album is for 
old Yes fans. 
The band seemingly rewrote 
"And You and I" from their 
1 9 72 albu m .  Close to the Edge, 
and put it in front of a song en­
titled "Final Eyes" . 
The intro uses the same 
basic combination of acoustic 
guitar, bass, keyboards and 
harmonies as "And You and I." 
The longest song on the 
album is "I'm Running," 
checking in at 7 : 14 .  
This song changes time 
signatures, instrumentation 
and solos that even kicks into a 
latin sound-a-like style, thanks 
to Rabin's work on the 
mariachi. 
Finally, "Holy Lamb ( Song 
for Harmonic Convergence)," 
ends the album- but I don't 
know why. 
This is an average song on . 
an above average album that 
sounds more like a filler writ­
ten by Anderson. 
Overcill, I would give Big 
Generator an eight on a one to 
10 scale . 
Berry ______ from page 18 
"Boogie Bob Trio. ' '  
Pianist Bob Valdori . who has 
played · professi<:mally for 35 
years , · said he has performed 
with Berry "hundreds" of times . 
"After 25 years you know 
what's going to happen ,  but it's 
sti ll pretty exciting , "  Valdori said . 
"We just worked with him in 
Detroit so we know what's going 
on. . , 
Valdori said the trio. which 
also includes Bee Metros and 
Rob Mamowicz . works well with 
Berry, but sometimes faces other 
difficulties . 
"Sometimes we have pro­
blems with the sound or the 
crowd gets pretty rowdy,  but 
Chuck knows how to turn them 
on and · make them crazy, " 
Valdori said . 
"We pretty much know what 
he wants , and all we have to do 
is keep him groovin', " he said . 
"I've worked with others , but 
Chuck's the best . "  
r--mill VALUABLE COUPON -- - , r:---VALUABLE COUPON - - - :--. 1TWO PIZZAS I 
I $ I I . I I I I . I 
I ·l!IZZA & LfFER OF I I . SOFT DRINK! I 
I Buy any size Original Round I I pizza, get identical pizza I 
I AND a Liter of Soft Drink FREE! I CHARLESTON: 345-4743 I 
Price V¥1es d<�nchns on size and runoer °' loPPl"SS 
I 
I ord<red. Valid only with coupon al P«ticislalins Little .:ae...... I Nol valid with art( other ct�r. One coupon per customer. I� 'carry out only . .  Explrea 1 1 /1 0/87 I 1\fl;�©1!@;�1 
L- - - VALUABLE COUPON ---� 
r•n I W  
I � 4 75 I I ... e ·plus tax I I Smal l  size pizzas · I 
I with cheese I 
I 
CHARLESTON: 345-4743 I 
Extra !tans and utra cheese Wlilablc at lldditionel cost. 
I · Valid only with coupon ... participal•ns tittle Cae5«S. Nol valid with ""'! othct ottir. One coupon per cUSIOmO'. I 
I Urry out only. I I · Explrea 1 1 11 0187 .I 
·��� · L---VALUAllU COUPON ---·� 
HONDA. 
Announ_ces: Winter Storage P�ogra111 
Stop by for Full. Details and .Holiday · 
Season S.pecials ·on Accessories & P·arts 
345-6544 
Call .for info 
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ess 
9:30 p.m. 
1 0-INN News 
30-NBA Basketball 
WEIU-News Scan 5 1  
CBN-Last Frontier 
ESPN-Harness Racing 
NIK-Monkees 
TNN-Video Country 
1 0:00 p.m. 
2 , 3 ,  7 , 25 , 2 7-News 
1 0-INN News 
26-Tales from the Darkside 
WEIU-Sign Off 
CBN-Remington Steele 
CNN-Moneyline 
NIK-Ann Sothern 
TNN-You Can Be A Star 
USA-Night Flight 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2 , 2 7-Tonight 
3 , 2 5-MASH 
1 0-Magnum , P . I .  
1 2-Movie: Rhapsody in 
Blue . "  The life and musical 
times of composer George 
Gershwin . 
2 5-Friday the 1 3th 
26-Nightline 
CNN-sports 
ESPN-Sportscenter 
NIK-I Spy 
TNN-Nashville Now 
1 0:35 p.m. 
7-Fighting I l lini 
1 0:45 p.m. 
7-Win , Lose, or Draw 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
3-Star Trek 
26-PTL Club 
CBN-Bums and Allen 
CNN-News: Walker/Hart 
ESPN-Auto Racing 
LIF-Dr. Ruth 
USA-Night Flight 
1 1 :05 p.m. 
7-Friday the 1 3th 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
2 , 27-Late Night with David 
Letterman 
1 0-Movie: "Friglit Night ."  A 
teenager suspects his next· 
door neighbor is a vampire. 
2 5-Star Trek: The Next 
Generation 
• CB�st of'Groucho 
NIK-Car54 
1 1 :45 p.m. 
7-Superior Court 
30-Night Tracks Power Play 
Midnight 
3-Barnaby Jones 
26-NOAA Weather Service 
CBN-Jack Benny 
CN�rossfire 
ESPN-speedweek 
LIF-To be announced 
NIK-Mister Ed 
TNN-New Country 
USA-Movie: "I was a Zombie 
for the FBI . "  
SATURDAY 
6:00 p.m. 
2-Hee Haw 
3 , 2 7-News 
7-Gimme A Break 
1 0-Star Trek: The Next 
Generation 
1 2-Lawrence Welk 
CBN-Campbells 
C N�rossfire 
LIF-5neak Previews 
N IK-Rated K: For Kids By 
Kids 
TNN-Country Kitchen 
USA-New Mike Hammer 
WEIU-Europe: The Mighty 
Continent 
6:30 p.m. 
· 3-9 to 5 
7-Three's Company 
1 0-Mama's Family 
2 6-she's the Sheriff 
CBN-Butterfly Island 
CNN-,Sports 
ESP�ollege Football 
UF-Marcus Selby, M.D.  
NIK-Bad News Bears · 
TN� This week in Country 
Music 
7:00 p.m. 
2 , 27-Facts of Life 
3 , 2 5-My Sister Sam 
7-5able 
1 0-Movie: "Shane. " 
1 2-Wonderworks 
26-Hoover vs. The Ken­
nedys 
CBN-Movie; "Royal Wed· 
ding . "  
CNN-News 
NIK-Rowan & Martin's 
Laugh-in 
TNN-Grand Ole Opry Live 
Backstage 
USA-Movie: "Daughters of 
Y, NOVEMBER 6, 1 ,87 
Satan . "  Gruesome chiller 
about about a couple tor· 
mented by a covan of wit· 
ches. 
WEIU-Some Call it Jazz 
7:05 p.m. 
30-Movie: "The Far 
Country . "  Action film about a 
cattle drive to Alaska. 
7:30 p.m. 
2 , 27-2 2 7  
3 , 25-Everything's Relative 
LIF-Marcus Welby, M . D .  
N IK-Mister Ed 
TNN-Grand Ole Opry Live 
8:00 p.m. 
2 , 2 7-Golden Girls 
3 , 2 5-Leg Work 
7-0hara 
1 2-Movie: "The Plainsman . "  
CNN-Showbiz Week 
NIK-My Three Sons 
TNN-Lewis Grizzard 
WEIU-Best Sellers 
8:30 p.m. 
2 , 2 7-Amen 
CNN-This week in Japan 
LIF-Way Off Broadway 
NIK-Donna Reed 
9:00 p.m. 
2 , 2 7-Hunter 
3 , 25-West 57t 
7 , 26-Hotel 
CBN-Paper Chase 
CNN-News 
NIK-I Spy 
TNN-Country Kitchen 
USA-Alfred Hitchcock 
Presents 
9:30 p.m. 
3�ousteau/ Amazon 
9:30 p.m. 
1 0-News 
LIF-Our Group 
TNN-Countryclips 
USA-Ray Bradbury Theater 
1 0:00 p.m. · 
2 , 3 , 7 , 2 5 , 2 7-News 
1 0-INN News 
1 2-Fresh Fields 
2 6-For the Life of a Child 
CBN-John Ankerberg 
CNN-Pinnacle 
ESPN-Sportscenter 
LIF-Lady Blue --
NIK-Mad Movies with the 
L .A .  Connection 
WEIU-Sign Off 
USA-Movie: "Fantastic 
Planet . "  Science-fiction saga 
about Earthlings. 
1 0:05 p.m. 
30--Night Tracks Chart· 
busters 
1 0:20 p.m. 
7-News 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2 , 2 7-5aturday Night Live 
3-Movie: " Monte Walsh. "  
Comedy. 
1 0-Movie: "Papillon . "  Steve 
McQueen and Dustin Hoff· 
man . 
1 2-Heimat 
2 5-Movie: "Desperately 
Seeking Susan . " 
CBN-Zola Levitt 
CNN-Sports 
ESPN-Wrestling 
TNN-This week in Country 
Music 
1 0:35 p.m. 
7-News 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
2 6-Movie:' "Friday the 
1 3th-Part I l l . "  
CBN-Young and Slim Again 
CNN-News 
LIF-To be announced 
NIK-Movie: "Captain Fury . "  
TNN-Grand Ole Opry Live 
Backstage 
1 1 :05 p.m. 
30-Night Tracks 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
CBN-Music of Compassion 
CNN-Evans and Novak 
TNN-Gran Ole Opry Live 
USA-Night Flight 
A C R OSS 
1 Wanton look 
5 Duos 
10 Dutch pam t e r  
1 4  Shield borde r 
1 5  Avifauna 
16 E l ide 
1 7  Bequest 
sta rter 
20 M a yday's  kin 
21 Pens 
22 Wiser's  
partner 
23 Abdul,  the 
Bulbul -
24 Herb 
DOWN 
1 Act ress 
Nettleton 
2 Accordingly 
3 Site of f i rst 
Olympics 
4 Relig t i t le 
5 Kind of pigeon 
6 - a r m y  
( Pa l me r  f a n s )  
7 B u rv 
8 G rande arid 
B ravo 
9 M i ssi le  i n i t i a l s  
I O  Lud icrou� 
m istake 
19 Teen-agers 
23 Sui t to -
24 Rapid s t ream 
25 Medieval 
.helmet 
26 Clete of 
· dia mond fame 
2 7  Bewildered 
28 Hero, for short 
2 9  Spmdle · 
30 Statue in St . 
Peter 's  . 
3 1  N a s ser ' s  
successor 
33 Shellev 
produc t 
36 " Sh i p s , "  in the 
Sahara 
· 44 Dusty -
' (shore plant)  
45 Recu m bent 
46 Outlaw 
catchers 
47 Kind of school 
49 Bushy-t ai led 
monkevs 
50 Sultana te of 
sport 
51 Tree of Dixie 
52 A river ar  
Rennes 
53 Shave 
54 Typt> of fern or 
pa l m  . 
25 Legal plea s 
28 Persian 
governors 
32 Mechanical  
1 J Surrounded by 
1 2 " - W i t h  
Father" 37 One-tenth of an 
55 Cezanne ' s  
" Boy m ­
Vesi"  
repet1 t 1on 
33 " That  hurt ' "  
34 I n let  
35 Bequest ender 
40 Shoe width 
4 1  Pierre ' s  
g ir l friend 
42 Chu rch 
t ribunal 
43 Net . 
45 Pol i t ical  
organizat ion 
48 Comparat ive 
ending 
49 R age 
50 E ven 
53 B reak down a 
sentence 
54 I a n ' s  cap 
5 7  Author of 
bequest 
60 Salt  t ree 
61 Rebel 
62 - Scott 
·dec ision 
63 Row 
64 Ants at a 
picnic 
65 Radio's  " Vic  
and - " 
1 3  P rank or mob 
attachment 
1 8  Sal inge r 
heroine 
ephah 
' 
38 Z i lch 
39 M ine c a r  
56 N a t ive o f  
Ecbatana 
58 Fortune 
59 Asner and 
Sulhvar. 
See page 9A for a nswers 
6:30 p.m. 
CBN-Last Frontier 
CNN-Sports 
NIK-Smothers Brothers 
TNN-lnside Winston Cup 
7 p.m. 
2 , 2 7-Family Ties 
3 , 25-Murder, She Wrote 
7 , 26-Spencer: For Hire 
1 2-Nature 
WEIU-Blake's 7 
CBN-Church in God in Christ 
CNN-News 
ESPN-NFL Football 
LIF-Physicians' Journal 
Update · 
NIK-Golden Age of 
Television 
TNN-Motoworld 
USA-New Mike Hammer 
7:30 p.m. 
2 , 2 7-My Two Dads 
1 0-At the Movies 
TNN-Hidden Heroes 
8:00 p.m. 
2 , 2 7-Movie: "Billionaire 
Boys Club . "  Part 1 of a two­
part series. 
3 , 25-Movie: "Kids like 
These. "  Tyne Daly and 
Richard Crenna. 
7 , 26-Dolly 
1 0-Star Search 
1 2-Masterpiece Theatre 
30-National Geographic 
Explorer 
CBN-ln Touch 
C NN-Week In Review · 
ESPN-Figure Skating 
LIF-Cardiology Update 
NIK�lden Age of 
Television 
·TNN-Wish You Were Here 
USA-Cover Story 
8:30 p.m. 
LIF-lnternal Medicine Update 
TNN-Performance Plus 
U SA-Hollywood Insider 
9:00 p.m. 
1 0-News 
7 , 26-Buck James 
1 2-Mr. Palfrey of West· 
minster . :· 
CBN-Changed Lives 
CNN-News 
LIF-Obstetrics/Gynecology 
Update · 
NIK-I Spy 
TNN-Motoworld 
U SA-Robert Klein 
9:30 p.m. 
1 0-IN N  News 
CBN-Rock Alive. 
LIF-Milestones in Medicine 
TNN-America's Horse 
9:50 p.m. 
1 2-Prairie Pathways 
1 0:00 p.m. 
2 , 3 , 7 , 2 5 , 27-News 
1 0-Tales from the Darkside 
1 2-To the Manor Born 
26-Hawaii Five-0 
30-5ports Page 
CNN-Inside Business 
ESPN-Sportscenter 
LIF-Orthopaedic Surgery 
Update 
NIK-Smothers Brothers 
TNN-Rodeo 
U SA-My Secret Formula 
1 0:20 p.m. 
7-News 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2-National Geographic 
3-Star Trek 
1 0-Lou Grant 
1 2-Avengers 
2 5-Star Search 
2 7-Movie: "St. Ives . "  
CBN-Ed Young 
C NN-Sports 
LIF-lnternal Medicine Update 
NIK-Monkees 
TN�elebrity Outdoors 
U SA-Go For Your Dreams 
1 0:35 p.m. 
7 -Lifestyles of the Rich and 
Famous 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
26-Solid Gold in Concert 
CNN-World Report 
CBN-Larry Jones 
ESPN-NFL Primetime 
LIF-Nutrition in Latter Infancy 
N IK-Stock Market Video 
TNN-American Sports · 
Calvacade 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
2-Weekend with Crook and 
Chase 
3-Nite Cap 
1 0-Movie: "Airport. "  Arthur 
Hailey's best-selling mixture 
of personal dramas and 
romantic tangles on a bomb· 
laden flight bound for Rome. 
1 2-lllinois Press 
2 5-Marblehead Manor 
30-World Tomorrow 
CBN-John Osteen 
LIF-Family Medicine Update 
NIK-Keys to Success 
U SA-Love Your Skin 
1 1 :35 ,i>.m. 
7-Movie: "The Breakfast 
Club. " 
Midnight 
2-News 
3-Richard Roberts 
2 5-Friday the 1 3th 
30-Jimmy Swaggart 
CBN-Bitter Harvest 
LIF-To be announced 
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On the Verge of locating Ted 
By JAMES BETZOLD jury was hung as to the identity 
Staf  writer ot the man in question . who had 
Working the "Verge" beat can just finished his business an-:l was 
be mean business . Many have preparing to make his exit . 
tried , many have failed . 'Nhile the Vergen continued 
So,  .when I was confronted her quest for the trut h .  I decided 
with the opportunity to write a I 'd see if Ted was really Ted . 
"Verge" story , I relished the job . " U h .  e·xcuse me . Ted .. " I said 
I was assigned to write a just as Ted got out to the parking 
preview for a couple of bands lot.  "Are you the Ted from Ted's 
playing at one of the local water- Warehouse?" 
ing holes that regularly services After receiving the affirmative 
, Eastern's " 1 9  and up" crowd .  (I · response . I explained the 
just turned 2 1 .  so I guess I now prevailing conditions and asked 
have the right to complain about him if he could step back inside 
underage drinking . )  / and talk to the reporter .  H e  was 
i... After m a k i n g  n u m e r o u s obliged . '��· tel'�phone calls to burgeoning ,.. Meanwhile . the Vergen .  had 
·' metreopolises such as Decatur assumed her position back at her 
and Champaign . I was prepared VDT . Evidently . she was con­
to begin my story . vinced that I was just kidding 
I slid in front of the nearest about Ted . 
VDT (video display terminal) in When she saw me. walk back 
The Daily Eastern News office in with Ted in . tow . she just 
and . to my surprise . next to me shook her head . 
sat a fell.ow reporter (who shall "You're not ·really Ted . are 
remain anonymous) working on you?"' said the Vergen . 
a similar "Verge" piece . Her first About that time Ted probably 
work for the "Verge" . in fact . 
thought he had stepped in a time 
warp , or something , so I tried to 
tell the Vergen that _ this really , 
really was Ted . · 
She would have none of it .  
"Come on , who are you , real­
ly?" she continued . 
Shortly after that , she noticed 
that he was wearing a Ted'� 
Warehouse baseball cap . I 
thought it was starting to sink in . 
However, the final blow was 
delivered by Ted , himself .  when 
he pulled out his checkbook with 
the golde·n words "Te d ' s  
Warehouse" emblazoned on 
them . 
"Whe w . "  I thought , "that's the 
last time I try to help someone . "  
Then I realized how I actually 
came to get my "Verge" assign­
ment.  The Vergen was suppos­
ed to do both stories ,  but I, being 
the notoriously nice guy that I 
a m ,  volunteered to do one of 
the m .  
O h ,  well . Anything for a good 
laugh . 
The "Vergen , "  · as she could 
have easily been called , told me 
a woeful tale of her effort to con­
tact the owner of Pag.e One 
Tavern for information regarding 
a show supposedly scheduled 
there during the middle of the 
following week . Unfortunately , 
all her attempts were in vain . 
la gt ®ttt tta\.ltttt 
Following instincts I have pick­
ed up during my two months 
here , I doubted Page One would 
host a band in the middle of the 
· week.  However,  I quietly listen­
ed as she continued the story. 
She went on to call Page One 
by its pseudonym , Roe's ,  and 
also by another , more unusual 
name - Ted's .  
Now th� pieces of  the  puzzle 
were falling together! I felt lik� 
some legendary law enforce­
ment official like Sherlock 
Holmes or Campus Cop . Even 
visions of Barnaby Jones danced 
in my head . 
"Ted's is a different place! ; "  I 
beamed . 
"Oh?" said the Vergen with a 
look of disbelief on her face . 
I went on to explain . the ins 
and outs of the bustling 
C harleston bar scene . I- assured 
her that Ted's was , indeed , a 
completely separate entity . 
She finally conceded , explain­
ing that she had just recently 
turned 19 and , therefore , was 
uninitiated to life in Chucktown's 
fast lane (coug h ,  cough) . 
As if on cue,  I turned f�om my 
VDT and saw the man my co­
worker needed to speak to- Ted 
Bertuca , o w n e r  of T e d ' s  
Ware house - taking . care o f  
some business in t-he D E N  adver­
tising department .  
Even I wasn't positive that i t  
was actually him , but there was 
no way the Vergen was going to 
believe that I was telling her she 
was calling the wrong bar , and 
now the owner of the right bar 
just walked in . 
Admittedly , Ted , an older 
gentleman , doesn't look like the 
type of person who would own a 
bar that hosts bands that cover 
_ the likes of "heavy" bands such 
as Mutley Crow and Posing,  er,  I 
mean Poison . 
So,  the Vergen frantically 
went in search of confirmation of 
my claim . Unfortunately , the 
Friday Four O'Clock Club 
50¢ 16 oz. Beer till 7 : 00 
Friday Night - TGIF Upstairs. 
Saturday - After-game Parents Special 
FREE Beer, Vodka , Rum for Parents & Grandparents 
After Game Until 6 : 00 p . m .  
Saturday night - D . J .  Upstairs - N Q  Cover! 
FREE Beer For Your Birthday 
From Miller & Page One Tavern 
Nov . 6 Kirsten .  Michelle , Bill 
Oct . 6 Andrea , Robert , Sue , Lisa 
Sept. 6 Amy 
Nov . 7 Julie 
Oct. 7 Howard , Cheral , Sheila , Dave 
Sept . 7 Brian,  Scott 
8 : 00 p . m .  
9 : 00 p . m .  
Miller or Page One Tavern Birthday 1-Shirt 
Other Nov. 6, 7 Birthdays very, very welcome 
Buy 2 Pitchers of Miller & receive 1 Free Birthday T-Shirt 
David Letterman's Favorite Guest 
Frequent Guest Host of 'The Ton ight Show' 
8 p.m.,  Thurs. ,  Nov. t2 
Publ ic :  $1 5.50, $ 1 2.50 
Ticket lnfonnatlon 333- 5000 
� ,,11111111111111  � UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS, CHAMPAIGN 
88 ON THE VERGE OF THE WEEKEND 
6at0 [as( .. 1 LIQUOR$ Wa� PACKAG•Std 
11From A Keg Fo A Con" 
·-c�i SALE PRICES E F F E CTIVE 
SKOL VODKA 
CAST I L LO 
RUM 
White o r  Dark 
750 ML 469 
750 ML 
569 
MONTEREY 
WHITE 
IINFAN DEL 
750 ML 
.3 39 
at Gateway 
FRIDA Y-3-8 P .M. 
F R I D A Y ,  S AT U R D A Y ,  S U N D A Y  
Rebate 2 °0 
GORDO 
VODK 
& 
G I N  
"KING CASE" , Full Cose 2�-7 Oz. Bottles 
